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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

SI~CURITIES AND EXCHANGE C0~I]KISSION~
Washingto~ D.C~., August 8, 1963.

The P~msm’~vr OF THE SENATE.

The SPEAKEI~’ OF THE I-tOUSE OF REPI~ESENTATIVF~.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit the final installment of the Re-
port of ~e Special Study of Securities Markets containing chapters
X throt~gh XIII. This report is transmitted pursuant to section
19(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Public Law 87-196.

I

As directed by the Congress, the whole report is a broad study of
the securities markets and a commentary on the adequacy of investor
protection in those markets. As we indicated in our first letter of
transmittal, the report demonstrates that, although serious problems
do exist and additional controls and improvements are much needed,
the regulatory pattern of the securities ac£s does not require dramatic
reconstruction. In important respects this pattern has been cffec-
tive~ afflcient~ and adaptable; it has advanced and guarded investor
participation in our economic growth. The functions of this report
and of any changes proposed are to strengthen the mechanisms facili-
tating the free flow of capital into the markets and to raise the
standards of investor protectiorb thus preserving and enhancing the
level of investor confidence.

II

The chapters here submitted deal with diverse subjects, including
the adequacy of the structures and practices of the self-regulatory
agencies, security credit regulation, mutual fund selling practl~ces, and
events surrounding the market break of May 1962. As in t’he case of
prior sections of the report, the Special Study was given freedom to
analyze and point out problems as they appeared to it; in this respect
the judg~nents~ analyses and recommendations in the report are those
of the Special Study and not the Commission. We strongly endorse
the general soundness of these chapters as a basis for discussion with
the industry, for rulemaking~ and for legislative proposals. Without
public notice and comment, we may .not speak definitely on those ques-
tions involving substantive changes m our rules or the rules of the self-
regulatory agencies. In any case, we believe the responsible course of
action calls for discussions with the securities industry before final de-
cisions are made.

Rather than taking up the chapters in order, we shM1 first focus on
chapter XII---which analyzes the role of the self-regulatory institu-
tions wnd their relation to the Commission.

v
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A

In section 19(d) of the Securities Exchange Act, the authorizing
resolution for the Special Study~ the Congress emphmsized an examina-
tion of the adequacy of the rules of the self-regulatory agencies. The
whole report is a comment on this theme. Chapter II evaluates the
rules of the NASD and of the principal exchanges relating to qualifi-
cations and chapter III those governing selling practices and invest-
ment advice. Chapters VI and VII examine the rules and procedures
of the self-regulatory agencies with respect to trading practices in the
exchanges and over-the-counter market. Chapter :XII~ transmitted
today, analyzes the organization and self-regulatory operation of those
agencies~ with primary emphasis on the New York Stock Exchange
and the National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc., and their re-
lationship to the Commission and each other.

We agree with the report that "the basic statutory design of substan-
tial reliance on industry self-regulation appears to have stood the test
of time and to have worked effectively in most areas." This conclusion
obviously does not minimize in any way the need promptly to remedy
the disclosed inadequacies, a need more critical as increased reliance is
placed on the self-regulatory agencies--which this report and the
Commission contemplate.

(1)

The New York Stock Exchange occupies an unrivaled position as
a self-regulatory institution because of its importance as a market and
because of the dominant position of its membership in the securities
business. We believe it important to point out~ first, that the study
quite properly devoted particular attention to problem areas and, sec-
ondly~ that, although there are defects in the functioning of the Ex-
change market which should be corrected, the Exchange has worked
diligently~ and on the whole successfully, to maintain a fair and honest
market. The report points out the strong performance of the Ex-
change in many areas, including qualifications and net capital. Its
disclosure and related re~luirements, some antedabing the enactment
of the Federal securities laws~ represent a major contribution to in-
vestor protection and~ in some respects~ have gone beyond anything the
Commission could do. In certain areas, ~udged by the Exchange’s
own standards of accomplishment, performance has been less satis-
factory. For example, controls over branch office operations and in-
vestment advisory and selling practices require strengthening; the
Exchange itself has recognized this in its initiation of new programs.
The repor~ discloses a failure of regulation over odd-lot dealers a~d
raises serious questions about floor trading. The Special Study~s ex-
amination of the Exchange~s specialist system reveals no widespread
abuses or patterns of illegality. On the other hand, there are subtle
and complex problems discussed in the report which cull for examina-
tion and review by the Exchange and the Commission with a view to
strengthening the system and raising the quality of operation of some
segments to that of the most effective and most efficient.

Moreover~ disciplinary action does not appear to have been as
forceful as circumstances have warranted. With regard to the orga-
nization of the Exchange, the report points to a need for a reallocation
of voting power among members and allied members in order to give



firms dealing with the public more responsibility in the government
of the Exchange.

The importance of the New York Stock Exchange as a selt~-regula-
tory institution and as a market makes it imperative that it bring
its entire level of performance up to its demonstrated capabilities.
The recommendations in chapter .XII-B o~ the report and elsewhere
are designed, as the report states, "to point toward an even stronger
future role" for the Exchange. With limited reservations in two
instances which are footnoted below~ we agree with these recom-
mendations.1

(2)

Early in 1962 the Division of Trading and Exchanges of the Com-
mission, in conjunction with the Special Study of Securities Markets,
issued a report concerning the American Stock Exchange. This
report pointed out serious problems in regard to the operations of
that Exchange and practices occurring on its floor. The American
Stock Exchange, together with selected representatives from the
securities industry, and in consultation with the Commission~ has
since engaged in a substantial reorganization of its management~
constitution, and operations. As the report concluded in subchapter
XII-C: "In contrast to the prior breakdown of self-regulation de-
scribed in the staff report, the accomplishment of this reform appears
to be an excellent demonstration of the effectiveness of self-regulation
under responsible Exchange leadership and active Commission over-
sight." It is apparent that the American Stock Exchange has now
instituted a responsible regulatory system as a basis for meeting its
obligations under the Exchange Act, including problems it shares
with the NYSE.

The Special Study made a more limited examination o~ the regional
exchanges, with primary emphasis on the Midwest and Pacific Coast
Stock Exchanges--the major regional exchanges. We agree with
the recommendations with respect to these exchanges in subchapters
XII-D, XII-E, and XII-F of the report.

(3)

The primary responsibility of the National Association of Securities
Dealers, Inc., is to regulate the conduct o~ its members in the over-the-
counter market. Because the over-the-counter market is scattered
throughout the country, includes all varieties of securities, and is open
to all persons~ the NASD~s job is a difficult one. Its role will become
more important~ since many recommendations in the report call for
increased activity on the part of the NASD in both policymaking and
enforcement.

The work of the NASD is in large measure performed by its mem-
bers who volunteer their time and effor~ to tl~e job of self-regulation.

1 As to the recommendations in item 2, we favor steps looking toward a more repre-
sentative distribution of voting power among regular and allied members. We will explore
fl~rther the need for altering the composition of the governing bodies of the Exchange.
With respect to item 7, the obligation of the Exchange, of which it is not unmindful, to
avoid exaggerations and misunderstandings in its advertisements is clear. Whether any
further restrictions should be placed on the Exchange’s public relations activities ~s not so
clear. The Commissloa has encouraged the Exchange to undertake the supervision of the
advertising of its member firms, including advertising of an institutional character, some
of which is the work product of the Exchange’s owa staff. The Commission is not now
prepared to dispense with the advantages of the present system without further examina-
tion of the problem.
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The NASD has established important standards of business conduct,
including restrictions against unconscionable underwriting compensa-
tion and rules dealing with "free-riding." It has assisted in the gen-
eral enforcement efforts against overreaching and abuses in the over-
the-counter market. However, there are many key areas in need of
improvement in the over-the-counter market, in terms of new stand-
ards, as well as strengthened enforcement programs. In this context,
certain organizational characteristics, including the emphasis on
member participation and the heavy demands on the Board of Gov-
ernors, necessitate significant rethinking and redirection. More effec-
tive regulation requires a larger staff--a direction in which the NASD
has been movin~ during the last few years--with increase~ responsi-
bility and a readocation of work among, member participants in the
government of the NASD. The participants would then have more
opportunity to consider general policy and the NASD could better
carry its formidable workload.

We agree with all of the recommendations of the report in sub-
chapter XII-G which are desi~o’ned to strengthen the organization of
the NASD and make its operations more effective.

(4)

The fundamental issue of the relationship between the Commission
and the self-regulatory agencies requires special comment. The report
states in chapter XII-I that "regulation in the area of securities
should, fn short, be a cooperative effort, with ,the Government fostering
maximum self-regulatory responsibility, overseeing its exercise, and
standing ready to regulate directly where and as circumstances may
require." We subscribe to this statement of policy and generally agree
with the specific recommendations in chapter XII-I. The obligatibns
of the self-regulatory agencies should be increased, through both their
adoption of rules in many areas and their assumption of new enforce-
ment duties--including certain duties now borne by the Commission.

The failure of the self-regulatory agencies to operate at maximum
capacity and with full regard for the public interest in certain areas
is in part attributable to the Commission’s own failure to provide the
necessary continuing guidance and oversight. We are certain that
the present statutory pattern permits more effective and more pervasive
self-.regul’atio.n than has yet been achieved. Undoubtedly this will
require a reorlentation of our present procedures in the directions sug-
gested by the report’s recommendations. For example, under section
19(b) of the Exchange Act, we have a duty to review exchange rules
to determine whether they are consistent with the protection of invest-
ors. We should place more emphasis on newly adopted rules than is
now the case. Thus, our present arrangements with regard to the
exchanges’ notification to us of rule changes prior to their ’adoption
might be revamped along the lines of the procedures xvorked out ~vith
the New York Stock Exchange respecting changes in the minimum
commission rate schedule. With respect to the NASD, our authority
to alter or amend their rules is more limited than in the case of the
exchanges. We have, however, direct powers over practices in the
over-the-counter market, in many respects unexercised, which can be
utilized. Until these have been fully exercised ,and found wanting,
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we shall not ask Congress for legislation. In any event, up to this
time needed improvements have been secured after conferences and
discussions with the NASD.

We shall examine with the exchanges the need for further procedural
safeguards for those affected by exchange actions--a problem that has
taken on new significance because of the recent Supreme Court case of
Silver v. New, York Stock Exchange. In addition, as suggested by
both subchapters XII-:[ and XII-J, we will confer with the self-
regulatory agencies to determine methods by which enforcement and
inspection responsibilities can be better allocated between the Commis-
sion and the self-regulatory agencies and among those agencies them-
selves.

One sector of the self-regulatory scheme will require joint analysis
with the exch’anges of the need for legislation. In the Silver case the
Supreme Court held that the termination, at the order of the New York
Stock Exchange, of wire service from its members to a nonmember,
without any hearing afforded the nonmember, involved a violation of
the antitrust laws.

We believe it essential that the Silver decision should in no way be
construed to inhibit vigorous performance by the exchanges of their
self-regulatory responsibilities. We are confident that the Supreme
Court intended no such ~sult : indeed the Court emph’asized "the fed-
erally mandated duty of self-policing by exchanges." Steps c~n and
must be taken to avoid any possible problems. These could include
appropriate procedural changes by the exchanges and careful analysis
of the need for some form of review of exchange actions by the Com-
mission. If review procedures are thought necessary, legislation may
be required.

Our firm conviction is that self-regulation, an essential ingredient
in investor protection, must continue in a strong, forward movement.
Accordingly, we have written to the New York Stock Exchange advis-
ing of our concern and shall undertake to resolve with it any problems
presented by the Silver case.

In chapter X, the report has examined security credit regulation as
a factor in the securities markets. This regulation, of course, has
broader aims: it is an instrument for credit control in the economy.
As such, it is the I~rimary concern of the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System. Accordingly, as the Special Study has
pointed out, recommendations in this area including legislative pro-
posals relate essentially to matters within the jurisdiction of the Board
of Governors. The Commission believes that all the recommendations
of the study have merit, but, recognizing the paramount authority of
the Board, will not initiate any action. We shall work closely with
the Board toward the resolution of the problems raised.

The staff of the Special Study received generous assistance and co-
operation from the staff of the Board of Governors who reviewed
chapter X from a technical point of view and who also prepared all of
the appendixes. Of course, none of the Reserve personnel, nor the
Board, is in any ~vay responsible for the final views expressed in the
chapter.
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c

Chapter XI of the study deals with selected aspects of open-end in-
vestment companies, so-called "mutual funds," including selling prac-
tices, contractual plans, insider trading in portfolio securities and
portfolio-brokerage reciprocal business patterns. It must be empha-
sized that this chapter should in no way be construed as a reflection
upon the investment merits of mutual fund shares, upon the invest-
ment company a~ an important vehicle for investment, or upon any
particular company. Furthermore, it should also be emphasized that
the questions raised with respect to contractual plans do not, and
should not, affect present holders of these plans. As the study has
stated, its analysis should not be taken by any planholder as a reason
for redeeming any plan certificates. Early redemption of a plan al-
most invariably results in loss to the planholder. The problems ana-
lyzed by the report are in no way related to the merits of the underlying
investments or to shares bought outright. The recommendations are
focused solely on ~ture contractual plans as distinguished from plans
already entered into.

Contractual plans involve the purchase of mutual funds on an in-stallment basis, with a substantial portion of the ini,tia.1 payments--up
to 50 percent--taken out for sales load in the first year. Their spon-
sors justify this deduction on the ground that it provides a necessary
stimulant to saving. The report has raised serious questions about
contractual plans, basically revolving around the first year sales load
deduction. As chapter XI-B recommends, steps should be taken to
deal with the problems disclosed. Discussions will commence with
the industry immediately; but definitive action, whether legislation
or otherwise, will await the completion of our general structural study
of mutual funds.

In chapter XI the report also analyzes mutual fund selling prac-
tices, reciprocal business actlwtms, and potentml conflicts of interest
related to insider trading in fund portfolio, securities. With the lim-
itations footnoted below, we agree with the accompanying recom-
mendations.2

As the Congress is aware, on August 27, 1962, the Commission trans-
mitted to the Congress "A Study of Mutual Funds," representing a
factfinding survey of certain aspects and practices of open-end in-
vestment companies. This study was prepared by the Wharton School
of Finance and Commerce of the University of Pennsylvania. At
the same time, the Commission requested its Division of Corporate
Regulation to undertake a detailed analysis of the Wharton School
Study and conduct its own examination into structural problems of
mutual funds. That examination should be submitted to the Com-
lnission some time late this year or early in 1964. Meanwhile, chap-
ter XI of the report represents an important contribution to the over-
all picture.

D

Chapter XIII of the report deals with the events surrounding the
severe market break of May 196% This ch’apter was specifically prom-

~With respect to tte~n 2, subch. XI-B we shall examine various ways by which our
prospectus requirements for mutual funds can be further refined. Finally, with respect to
the recommendation of subch. XI-D, we believe that each registered investment company
should adopt, and take appropriate steps to enforce, a written policy concerning insider
trading along the lines suggested in this recommendation.
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ised at a congressional hearing. The report draws upon data col-
lected by the New York Stock Exchange and also its study of May 28,
29, and 31. The report presents additional data. with respect to trans-
actions by institutions, foreign investors, and members and also an
analysis of transactions in selected stocks.

As pointed out in subchapter XIII-E, neither the report of the
study nor that of the New York Stock Exchange was able to isolate
and identify the causes of the market events of May 28, 29, and 31.
Moreover, contrary to some speculation at the time that the events
might be the result of some conspiracy~ neither of these reports pre-
sents any evidence that the break was deliberately precipitated by any
group or resulted from manipulation or illegal conduct in the func-
tioning of the market.

The study--after noting the extreme nature of any action by the
Commission suspending trading under section 19 (a) (4)--recommends
that the Commission and the industry should make a ~oint study of
possible measures which might be taken by the Exchange "to assure
minimum disruption of the fair and orderly functioning of the securi-
ties markets * * *." We interpret this to mean measures to improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of the operations of market mechanisms
during periods of severe market stress.

The Exchange, of course, has at its disposal a number of measures
to deal with unusual conditions in the marketplace and invokes thes~
from tim~ to tim~ on a security-by-security basis as, for example, the
controls exercised over "openings" and the temporary suspension of
trading in particular securities.

The Special Study was not able to address itself to th~ manner in
which these measures were or might have been employed with particu-
lar reference to the events of May 28-31. The material published
by the Stock Exchange likewise does not deal with this specific
question.

The various recommendations made elsewhere in the report, in part
upon the basis of data relating to the market break, with respect to
such matters as short selling, the capital position of specialists, floor
trading and odd-lot transactions, should improve the ability of the
mechanism to function more effectively in normal periods as well as
in times of stress. It seems clear that, in the course of our considera-
tion of these matters with the Exchange, events leading up to and dur-
ing the market break must inevitably join the considerable array of
complex and~ to some degree, technical factors which must be weighed
in reaching decisions. We agree that it would be desirable for the
Exchange to review the data accumulated in the course of the two
studies, with particular reference to whether the procedures available
to it were employed always as fully or as effectively as they might or
should have been and whether sound policy would suggest some
changes, and whether it is feasible or necessary to obtain additional
trading information. The results of this review could thus be avail-
able to assist both the Exchange and the Commission in seeking solu-
tions to some of the problems described in the report. Certainly, it
would seem that the performance of some specialists during the market
break was not considered satisfactory by the Exchange itself; more-
over, it is not clear why the machinery for handling some odd-lot
orders should have failed as it apparently did. These and simiIar
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matters deserve the particular attention of the Exchange and of the
Commission in the exercise of its oversight. It should be kept in mind
that the role of the Commission~ and that of the Exchange, does not
extend to "managing" price movements or purposefully affecting
prices.

III

This transmittal completes the Report of the Special Study of
Securities Markets. The report is clearly the most thorough exami-
nation of the securities markets since the early 1930~s. Size alone is
but ~ poar measure of its importance and achievement. The report
would h~ve high usefulness if only for its orderly presentation of
basic facts about the markets. More importantly it offers a founda-
tion for regulatory and industry actions for ~ long perio.d to come.

Implementation of the report can be prompt in many cases. Funda-
mental recommendations of the Special Study have already been
incorporated in the Commission’s legislative proposals~ embodied in
S. 1642, as amended~ H.R. 6789 ~nd H.R. 6793. S. 1642, as amended,
has passed the Senate and, together with H.R. 6789 and H.R. 6793,
is now pending .before the House of Representatives. It is our judg-
ment that these bills represent essential amendments to the securities
laws. By providing for more reliable and extensive disclosure as to
companies traded in the over-the-counter market and by raising quali-
fication standards for those dealing in over-the-counter securities~
enactment of the bills will h~ve a pervasive impact on the raising of
standards in the securities markets and will serve as a base to achieve

~ny of the improvements suggested by the study. At the same time,ts we noted in connection with the transmission of chapters V through
VIII~ the legislative pragram stands by itself; thus consideration of
the bills can appropriately proceed independently of the discussion
and resolution of the questions r~ised in the chapters here transmitted.

We do not plan to strbmit any further legislative proposals to
the Con~oTess this session. We ma.y at a l~ter session recommend
egislatioa relating to quotations bureaus ~nd to review of exchange

,tctions--the latter only if it is found necessary after further analysis
of the Silver case. Furthermore, we shall work with the Federal
Reserve Board in ~ny program respecting security credit regulation
which they believe should be submitted to Congress.

In addition to our legislative proposals~ substantial benefits have
resulted since the institution o.f the study. Some of these are sum-
marized in subchapters XII-B and XII-G. Many more will result as
the r.e~port is carefully and selectively implemented. We will work
expeditiously and in conjunction with the securities industry on the
numerous recommendations requiring rulemaking on our part and on
the part of the industry agencies. Certain areas, such as the impact
of ~utomation oa the securities industry~ are clearly long-range in
nature and require continuing and elaborate analysis before decisions
can be reached.

IV

In measuring others, we must measure ourselves. As we said in our
first letter of transmittal, while the report focuses upon the shortcom-
ings in the industry and in the self-regulatory agencies, in certain
respects it is an express or implied criticism of the Commission as an
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institution. For example, on the exchange side, the failure to regulate
odd-lot activities and, on the over-the-counter side, the lack of more
specific standards and of more effective enforcement procedures in
certain sectors represent problems unsatisfactorily resolved by the
Commission. We have at times been hampered by a lack of personnel
or concentrated on particular areas. Further, we, like the self-regu-
lators, have been preoccupied with day-to-day problems and have not
been ablo fully to pre~eive new trends and weaknesses which arose
with the expansion of the securities markets--an occurrence in itself
intensifying the routine administrative tasks as well as creating new
problem areas. However, institutions--Government, quasi-public, or
private--all benefit from reexamination. It has required a Special
Study, detached from involvement with routine, but necessary, tasks,
to produce a comprehensive, overall view of securities regulation. But
what we have done is not so important as what we must do--and that
must be the case with the self-regulatory agencies and the financial
community as well.

In concluding, the Commission would again like to acknowledge the
cooperation offered throughout the conduct of the study by members
of the securities industry, by the self-regulatory agencies and by others
in Government. We once more express our appreciation for the extra-
ordinary work of the staff of the Special Study of Securities Markets
under the leadership of Milton H. Cohen as Director, Ralph S. Saul as
Associate Director, Richard H. Paul as Chief Counsel, Sidney M.
Robbins as Chief Economist, and Herbert G. Schick as Assistant
Director. The staff of the study has proceeded always in a responsible,
thorough, and craftsmanlike manner. We have indeed been fortunate
to have retained the services of ~ many dedicated individuals from
private law practice and industry, from the universities, from Govern-
ment and from our regular staff. We are also grateful to the many
in our operating divisions and offices who contributed much to the
study in ideas, experience and information.

We believe that the study has fully justified the confidence entrusted
in the Commission by the Congress in authorizing an examination of
the securities markets.

By direction of the Commission :
WIImlA~ L. CARY, Chairman.
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SECURITIES AND EXCIIANGE COM~IISSION,
Washington, D.C., August 6,1963.

To the Chairman and Members of the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission:

We have the honor to transmit herewith the final four chapters--
X, XI, XII, and XIII--of the Report of the Special Study of Se-
curities Markets. (In our transmittal letter of April 3, 1963, we re--
ferred to u possible chapter XIV to cover topics that might not fit
within the scope of any of the other chapters or within the limits of
later transmittal letters. It has not been found necessary to
have a separate chapter XIV.)

In our two previous transmittal letters, we have made some general
comments about the nature of the study and of our findings. These
were intended to apply to the entire report and we find no reason to
modify them at this time. The following paragraphs from our letter
of’ April 3 should have reemphasis as we complete the report:

The enormous growth of the securities markets experienced since the original
enactment of the Federal securities laws, reflecting both the vigor of the indus-
try’s own activities and the general expansion of the country’s economy and
population in the intervening years, has been accompanied by many qualitative
changes in methods, practices, controls, and standards. A basic objective of the
Special Study was an evaluation, in the light of both quantitative and qualitative
changes, of the theories and mechanics of direct governmental reguIation and
industry self-regulation originally envisaged by those laws. The study and report
indicate that under the stresses of its expanded role the framework of regula-
tion needs considerable adjusting and strengthening, but its basic design appears
to have stood the test of time and to have worked effectively in most areas.

Since the Federal securities laws have been in force for a full generation, it
is hardly surprising that the Special Study has not disclosed the prevalence of
gross abuses such as were characteristic of the era which preceded their enact-
ment. Nevertheless, as will be evident from the entire report, many serious
problems do exist and important improvements are needed. It is inevitable that
in reflecting the results of any investigation, a final report will give greatest
attention to the problems uncovered and the areas in which the need for improve-
ment is most pressing. Nevertheless, the emphasis in this report on present
shortcomings should neither obscure nor detract from the many aspects of the
securities business and its regulation and self-regulation which afford reason
for pride and satisfaction. The strength of the American economy and its free-
enterprise system both reflect and are dependent upon an investment banking
system and market institutions that are basically strong and sound,
but this makes it all the more, rather than less, necessary to expose and correct
the weaknesses and abuses that still exist. Many of the substantive recommen-
dations in the report can, indeed, be regarded as attempts to raise the entire
securities industry to the best standards which the industry itself proclaims
and to the highest levels of attainment which some of its participants have in
some sectors achieved.

The chapters first transmitted (I to IV and IX) called for certain
legislative solutions and these have been substantially embodied in S.
1642, recently passed by the Senate, and in the pending bills H.R.
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6789 and H.R. 6793. The second group of chapters (V to VIII) essen-
tially called for only one item of legislation--authority, to regulate
over-the-counter quotations systems. As to the present group of chap-
ters : Chapter X, dealing with security credit, would require statutory
changes if the Federal Reserve Board and the Commission subscribe
to certain of our substantive recommendations. Chapter XI~ relating
to mutual funds, would call for a legislative solution in respect of so-
called contractual plans, but in this instance we have assumed that
the formulation of a legislative program will await completion of the
Commission’s other pending studies regarding structural aspects of
mutual funds. With regard to chapter XII, dealing with the self-
regulatory and regulatory pattern, various statutory changes would
unquestionably contribute to a more complete and logical pattern of
relationships between the Commission and the various self-regulatory
agencies and at the same time might be the most direct means of re-
solving issues presente<l by the case of Silver v. New ~Zorl¢ Stov~
E~change. On the other hand~ we are not prepared to say~ in the
absence of a more detailed legal analysis than we have been able to
make~ that the Commission’s present broad statutory powers would
not be adequate for all purposes indicated in the chapter~ and accord-
ingly we make no specific legislative recommendation in this area.
Chapter XIII, relating to the 1965 market break, likewise does not
contain any recommendation for legislation.

It should be emphasized~ in any event, that any questions of legis-
lation arising out of the present group of chapters are quite separate
from the matters covered in our prior legislative recommendations as
embodied in the bills now pending, i.e, qualifications for entry into
the securities business and disclosures for over-the-counter securities.
Nothing in our later studies or analyses has in the slightest degree
shaken our conviction that the latter subjects of legislation are basic
and urgent, both in their own right and as foundations for other im-
provements in rules and practices in the securities markets.

The legislative recommendations of the total report are relatively
few~ not because there is little to be done, but because most of what we
recommend can in all likelihood be accomplished under existing
powers of the Commission and the self-regulatory agencies. The total
report constitutes not only a comprehensive factual presentation but
also a major agenda for action by the Commission and the industry
groups to correct the shortcomings in the market and regulatory
mechanisms that have been disclosed.

In our prior transmittal letters we expressed appreciation for the
contributions of the groups and individuals, within and outside the
Special Study staff, who have importantly contributed to the work of
the Special Study. Without repeating their names~ we again express
appreciation for the loyal and devoted efforts of the very competent
group who served directly on the study staff and for the indispensable
assistance and cooperation received from others, including the mem-
bers of the Commission, members of the staff of other divisions, other
governmental and private agencies, and, by no means least~ individuals
and firms in the securities business and their self-regulatory institu-
tions. Our previous letter neglected to mention the valuable assist-
ance received from Joseph A. Keenan, Jr, of the Division of Trading
and Exchanges.
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Our previous letter incorrectly listed Bernard H. Garil as a mem-
ber of the clerical staff rather than a financial analyst, and omitted
mention of Gerald L. Feigen, who served on the study’s staff as a
financial analyst.

Having been stationed at the Commission’s office facilities at its
headquarters in Washington, we can not refrain from commenting
on these facilities. The Commission is a permanent, important agency
of the U.S. Government, in existence since 1934, yet it still has its
headquarters in a "temporary" building and annexes whose many
inadequacies, inconveniences, and discomforts cannot but impair the
efficiency of its operation and even hamper its efforts to recruit and
retain needed personnel. In the name of good government, the
Commission urgently needs a more business-like office where its per-
sonnel may do their work efficiently, comfo,rtably, and pridefully.

* * *

As the Special Study leaves the scene, others must assume the Iarge
responsibility of converting recommendations into programs of action.
In the long run we are confident that the information, analyses, and
recommendations that have been produced by the Special Study will
improve the operation of the securities markets, produce a healthier
securities business, and provide stronger safeguards for the investors
of the Nation.

Respectfully submitted.
MILTON H. COHEN,

Director,
RALI~H S. SAUL,

A~soeiate Director,
RICHARD H. PAUL,

Chief Uounsel,
SIDNEY M:. ROBBINS,

Chief Economist,
HEBERT G. SCHICK,

Assistant Director,
Special Study of Securities Markets.

96-746---63~pt. 4~2
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CHAPTER X

SECURITY CREDIT

A. INTRODUCTION

Security credit, as the term is used in this chapter, is created either
when loans are obtained for the purpose of purchasing or carrying
securities or when loans for other pur.poses are collateralized by
securities. As background to a discussion of security credit, some
idea of the types of credit extended and its volume may be helpful.

Not all security credit is regularly reported and it is therefore ira-
possible to measure its total amount. There are, however, some ac-
cepted indicators of volume. New York Stock Exchange (NYSE or
Exchange) member firms regularly report to the Exchange ~s cus-
tomers~ net debit balances the volume of such credit they extend.
Bank loans to broker-dealers and "loans to others" for the purpose of
purchmsing or carrying securities are reported by banks to the appro-
priate banking authorities and NYSE member firms report their bor-
rowings regularly to the Exchange.

Security credit, like all other forms of credit, is constantly fluctu-
ating in amount. Thus, in the period immediately preceding, and
during the early part of, World War II, when the volume of transac-
tions was low and prices were depressed, the volume of credit rep-
resented by the sum of NYSE member firms’ net debit balances and
bank loans (by weekly reporting member banks of the Federal Reserve

low; 1 in December 1941, it amounted to only $1,022 million. 2 In De-
cember 1945 the two categories above accounted for $1,374 million.
Since that date, there has been a general rising tendency with periods
of contraction during security price declines. In December 1962 the
net debit ’balances of customers of NYSE member firms was $4,125
million while bank loans to other than broker-dealers for security
purchases were $1,369 million.

Among registered broker-dealers extending security credit, NYSE
member firms are clearly dominant. The study obtained from ques-
tionnaire OTC-3 3 information as to net debit balances of all regis-
tered broker-dealers on or about January 31, 1969. NYSE member
firms accounted for over $3.8 billion in customers’ net debit balances,
over 98 percent of such balances on that date2

1 Loans to broker-dealers are omitted since these are, in large part, the source of broker-
dealers’ loans to customers. Thus, the figures tend to overlap.

~ All figures in this paragraph were supplied by the staff of the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System. Member banks in the weekly reporting series account for about
85 percent of all bank loans to others than broker-dealers for purchasing or carrying
secu rities.3 Questionnaire OTC-3 was sent to all broker-dealers registered with the Commission.
See ch. VII for a further explanation.

¯ See table X-1.
1
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Loans collateralized by securities also may be granted, principally
by commercial banks, to borrowers for business or personal financing
purposes. Although the credit obtained in this manner does not enter
directly into the securities stream, it has important market implica-
tions because, as prices recede~ securities serving as collateral may be
vulnerable to forced sales resulting from margin calls. Detailed
statistics concerning the estimated amounts and characteristics of
such loans, available for the first time from a sample survey of mem-
ber banks conducted by the Federal Reserve System for the Special
Study, are presented later in this chapter.

2. PURI~OSES Or CREDIT CONTROLS--ROLES OF FRB AND SEG

"The Grea~t Crash of 19~9" produced the easential features of p~nt
security credit controls. Before the reform legislation prompt~
by that cat~trophe~ the authorities attempted to curb the ex~s-
sire use o~ credit by "moral suasion" (1919 and 1929)~ by publi-
cation o~ statistical dat~ (commencing in 1926) and by controls over
lending to brokers by banks (1913 and 1933). None o~ the attemp~
was si~a~y su~ess~ul~ however~ ~nd Con~e~ therefore resor~d
to the Exchange Act meas~ described in ~ction 3 below.

In the extensive discu~ions that pr~eded en~tment o~ the Ex-
change Act~ proponents o~ margin controls advan~d three aims that
they hoped to achieve by the measles they advocated ~ prevent
"the excessive use o~ credit." Thomas G. Corcoran~ one of the dr~ters
of the Exchange Act~ stated two of them to the Senate Co~ittee
on Banking ~d Currency:

One is to prot~t the lamb; another, and probably the more important of
the .two, although it does not appeal to one’s human instincts as completely,
is the proration of the national busine~ system from the fluctuations that
are induced by fluctuations in .the market, which in turn stem back to this
very exquisite liq~dity you get when you have a lot of borrow~ money ia
the market,t

The Ho~e Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce stated
the third in a report submitted with the proposed Exchange Act:

The main pur~se is to ~ve a Gove~ent cr~it agency an eff~tive meth~
of r~uc~g the aggregate amount of the Nation’s credit resour~s whi~
can be directed by sp~ulation into the stock market and out of other more
desirable uses of commerce and industry~to prevent a recurrence of the pre-
crash situ’ation where funds which would otherwi~ have ~a available at
normal interest ra~es for uses of local commerce, industry, and ag~culture,
were drained by far higher r~s into s~urity loans and the New York call
market2

Apart from the first of the aims stated~ protecting "the lamb,"
the thin-margin purchaser~ whose slim equity pu~ him at risk of
total loss in the event of a price decline~ it is doubtful whether mar-
gin controls alone would accomplish what was hoped in 1934. The
Board of Gove~om of the Federal R~erve System (FRB) in fact
h~ not viewed regulation of security credit as an independent or
isolated undertaking, but rather~ in Chairman Martin’s words, as~
* * * ~a supplemen~ry instrument of credit ~licy~ne of ’the means of
making a broad credit and monetary policy eff~tive * * * [E]ach inst~-

~He~ings ~fore Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, pt. 15, 73d Cong., 1st
sess., p. 6494 (1934).

~ H. Rept. 13~, 73d Cong., 2d sess., p. 8 (1934).
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ment of credit policy has its o~vn characteristics and each should be used
in such manner as to blend all the instruments into a harmonious whole
for the maximum contribution to stable economic progress £or the whole
economy.~

In any event, the broader aims of credit controls have appeared to
be beyond the immediate concerns of the Commission. Congress orig-
inally assigned primary administrative responsibility to the FttB ms
the most experienced and best equipped credit agency of the Govern-
ment and assigned to the Commission only the responsibility of
enforcing the FRB~s regulations, s The Special Study’s inquiry and
recommendations~ in recognition of the Commission’s more limited
responsibilities, have been limited to the question of security credit as
a factor in the securities markets themselves.

3. EXISTING SECURITY- CREDIT CO/WTROL~

The Exchange Act contains provisions empowering the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System to control the use of credit
for the purchase or carrying of securities and, in conjunction with the
requirements of the Banking Act of 1933,9 to regulate its general avail-
ability for those purposes. The margin requirements, which establish
the percentage of the market price which may be lent on these secu-
rities, are basic.1° Section 7 (a) of the Exchange Act gives broad
thority to the FRB to prescribe both the amount of credit that may be
initially extended and the amount which subsequently may be main-
tained on any security registered (listed) on a national securities ex-
change. The statute prescribes the original standard 11 which was to
be the basis of FRB rules and regulations. With respect to all or spec-
ified securities or transactions, or classes of securities or transactions~
however, the Exchange Act gives the FRB power

(1) Prescribe such lower margin requirements for the initial extension 
maintenance of credit as it deems neces~ry or appropriate Zor the accom-
modation of commerce and industry, having due regard to the general credit
situation of the country ; and

(2) Prescribe s~ch higher margin requirements for the initial extension
or maintenance of credit as it may deem necessary or ap.propriate to preven.t
the excessive use of credit to finance transactions in sect~rities.TM

The statute provides that the FRB’s rules may make appropriate pro-
visioa for special circumstances or contingencies.1~

¯ Joint Committee on the Economic Report, "l~onetary Policy and the ~VIanagement of
the Public Debt," S. Doc. 123,, 82d Cong., 2(~ sess,.,, pp. 409-410 (1952).

~ See Exchange Act, secs. 7 and 2~1.
~ Banking Act of 1933, 48 Stat. 167. To prevent the undue use of credit for the specu-

lative carrying of securities, sec. 7 empowers the Federal Reserve Board to establish from
time to time percentages of bank capital and surplus that may be represented by loans
secured by stocks and bonds.¯ 0 The partly pal~ t]or securities, together with all other assets in the customer’s account,
stand as collateral for his indebtedness.

~ The standard on which rules and regulations governing the extensiou of credit were to
be based is as folIows : "An amount not greater than whichever is the higher of--(1) 
per centum of the current market price of the security, or (2) 10~) per centum of 
lowest market price of the security during the preceding 36 calendar months, but not
more than 75 per centum of the current market price." This is now only of historicalsignificance for reasons indicated below.

~ Exchange Act, sec. 7 (b).
~a The statute provides, among other things, that the FRB may make appropriate rules

and regulations with respect to carrying undermargined account~ for limited periods and
under specified conditions, withdrawal of funds or securities from margin accounts or
substitution of additional purchases of securities in these accounts, transfer of accounts
from one lender to another, special or different margin requirements for delayed deliveries,
short sales and arbitrage transactions, methods for calculating loans, and margins and
market prices, and other, similar administrative matters.
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The statute includes further specific provisions governing broker-
dealers who are members of, or deal through members of~ national
securities exchanges~1~ and all other persons including domestic banks.15
Broker-dealers may not extend credit on listed securities except in
accordance with the regulations of the FRB. They are prohibited
entirely from making loans without collateral or on any collateral
other than listed or exempted securities 16 except~ to the extent per-
mitted by FRB regulations, where the extension or maintenance of
credit is not for the purpose of purchasing or carrying securities~~
and for certain other limited purposes.

Under section 7 (d) persons other than broker-dealers, including do-
mestic banks~ may not extend or maintain credit for the purpose of
purchasing or carrying listed securities in contravention of the rules
and regulations of the FRB. This subsection is limited, however, in
a number of respects and expressly excludes from the Board’s regula-
tory authority : (1) loans made by a person not in the ordinary course
of his business; (2) loans on exempted securities; (3) loans made 
banks on nonequity securities; ~s and (4) loans to dealers to aid in the
financing of distributions to customers otherwise than through the
medium of a national securities exchange. Furthermore, since section
7(d) governs only the extension of credit for purchasing or carrying
listed securities~ banks are free to make loans to their customers, on any
collateral or no collateral at all, for any other purpose and on whatever
terms are consistent with prudent ~banking standards~ the policing of
such standards being one of the purposes of bank regulation.

Thus there are certain differences in the statutory credit regulation
pattern between broker-dealers, on the one hand~ and banks and other
lenders on the other. With respect to broker-dealers~ the FRB appears
to have the power to regulate or entirely forbid nonpurpose loans.
With respect to banks and other lenders, it has no such powers. Where
purpose loans are involved, the provisions relating to broker-dealers
prevent them (with certain limited exceptions) from extending credit
on any securities other than those which are listed or exempted; gen-
erally~ they may not extend credit on unlisted securities for the purpose
of purchasing or carrying securities. The provisions relating to other
types of lenders, however~ permit the extension of credit on unlisted

~ Exchange Act, aec. 7 (c).
~ Exchange Act, see. 7 (d).
a~"The term ’exemoted security’ or ’exempted securities’ shall include securities which

are direct obligations of or obligations guaranteed as to principal or interest by the United
States; such securities issued or guaranteed by corporations in which the United States
has a direct or indirect interest as shall be designated for exemption by the Secretary of
the Treasury as necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of
investors; securities which are direct obligations of or obligations guaranteed as to
principal or intorest by a State or any political s~bdivisiorr thereof or any agency or
instrumentality of a State or any political subdivision thereof or any municipal corp(~rate
instrumentality of one or more States; and such other securities (which may include,
among others, unregistered securities, the market in which is predominantly intrastate) as
the Commission may, by such rules and regulations as it deems necessary or appropriate in
the public interest or for the protection of investors, either unconditionally or upon
specified terms and conditions or for stated periods, exempt from the operation of any one
or more provisions of this title which by their terms do not apply to an ’exempted security’
or to ’exempted securities.’ " (Exchange Act, sec. 3(a) (12).)

~7 Throughout this chal)ter, the term "nonpurpose loan" will be used to indicate that 
loan is for a purpose other" than purchasing or carrying securities. The term "purpose
loan" will be used to indicate that the loan is used to purchase or carry securities.

~s "The term ’equity security’ means any stock or similar security ; or any security
convertible, with or without consideration, into such a security ; or carrying any warrant
or right to subscribe to or purchase such a security ; or any such warrant or right ; or any
other security which the Commission shall deem to be of similar nature and consider
necessary or appropriate, by such rules and regulations as it may prescribe in the public
interest or for the protection of investors, to treat as an equity security." (Exchange
Act, see. 3(a) (11).)
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securities, except to the extent that this may be forbidden by the FRB
if the purpose is to purchase or carry listed securities.

The Board has exercised only a part of the powers granted to it
under the Exchange Act. While the act gives the Board authority
to regulate the extension of credit by brokers and all persons other
than brokers, the Board has promulgated only Regulation T
!ating to brokers) and Regulation U 2o (relating to domestic banks).
l’here are persons engaged in the business of lending for the purpose
of purchasing or carrying securities, notably so-called factors and
foreign banks, which are not subject to either regulation; these will
be referred to in this report as "unregulated lenders." 21

The FRB has exercised only part of its powers in a second respect:
.th.e .Exchange Act enables it to prescribe "margin requirements for the

e imltml extension or maintenance of cr d t, but it has done only the
former. The stock exchanges, however, prescribe requirements of the
latter kind that their members must observe and many brokers and
banks voluntarily observe even more stringent standards. These
initial margin and maintenance requirements interact and a brief
elaboration is called for.

The FRB establishes initial margin requirements under Regula-
tions T and U. These requirements~ in effect~ establish the amount
of the downpayment which a credit purchaser of securities must pay.
If he buys securities that cost $10~000 and the initial margin require-
ment in effect at the time is~ say, 60 percent, he may borrow up to
$4,000 but must himself pay the remaining $6,000. The securities
purchased will stand in the account as collateral for the loan. If~
prior to the transaction, there are securities with a "loan value" of
at least $6~000 in the account~2~ the purchaser can borrow the entire
$10,000 required to make the purchase and will not be required to "put
up" any cash at all. Both the securities purchased and the securities
already in the account will then stand as collateral for the loan. Once
the transaction is completed, the regulations do not require that addi-
tional collateral be supplied in the event of a decline in the market
value of ~he collateral pledged.

The function of preserving sufficient equity for the lender’s protec-
tion in a margin account in the face of fluctuating prices is performed
ibY the "maintenance" requirements of .the exchanges or those imposedn the course of business by banks and brokers individually. However
they may be expressed, their effect is to prescribe a maximum indebted-
ness-to-current-value-of-collateral ratio that, if exceeded, must be re-
duced by the deposit of additional "margin" (i.e, equity). The
NYSE, for example, generally requires that the margin in a cus-
tomer’s account be at least 9~5 percent of the value of securities long
in that account. If, in the example described above in which a pur-
chaser effec~ed a loan of $4,000 to make a $10,000 sect~rities purchase,
the value of the securities collateral in the account had fallen below

:° ~ 2 CFR, pt. 220.~0 12 CFR, pt. 221.
~x Sec. 221.8 (q) of Regulation U, adopted in 1959, establishes certain special requirements

.for banks lending to persons whose prin,clpal activity, or on~ of whose "important" activities,
~s making loans for the purpose of purchasing or carrying listed securities. These persons,
referred to, here as "q lea, tiers," are dlscusse~ In sec. C.4.d(2)(, below.t~ See p. 3, above.

="Loan value" is the amount which can lawfully be lent on the securities under the
credit regulations. In this example, it is assumed that there are no debit or credit
balances in the account other than those described.
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about $5,350, he would be required by the NYSE rule to supply addi-
tional margin.24 If he failed to do so, the broker would be required to
sell sufficient s~curities to bring about compliance. The effect of these
requirements is that the value of cash and securities in a margin
account must ’always be greater by one-third than the amount owed by
the customer to the lender. It shou.ld be pointed out that, while
certain classes of securities may have no loan value under the credit
regulations for purposes of satisfying the initial margin requirements,
they may be given their fair market value under the rules of the
exchanges for purposes of determining whether or not the exchanges’
maintenance requirements are satisfied.

The authority granted in the Exchange Act to the FRB to control
security credit is shown in table X-a, below. The ext~nt .to which
this authority has been exercised is shown in table X-~b, below.

TABLE X-a.--Authority of the Board of Governors to regulate transactions under
sevtio~ 7 of the Exchaz~ge Act

Collateral offered

Listed stocks ............................

Listed bonds:
Convertible .........................

Other ...............................

Unlisted stocks ..........................

Unlisted bonds:
Convertible .........................

Other ...............................

Other than securities ....................

None ....................................

Source of
credit *

Broker ......
Bank .......
Other .......

Broker ......
Bank .......
Other .......
Broker ......
Bank .....
0 ther .......

Broker ......
Bank .......
Other .......

Broker ......
Bank .......
Other .......
Broker ......
Bank .......
Other .......

Broker ......
Bank .......
Other .......

Broker ......
Bank .......
Other .......

Credit for purchase of--

Listed
stocks

Yes .......
Yes .......

Yes .......
Yes .......
Yes .......
No ........
Yes .......

(2)
Yes .......

Yes.......
Yes.......

(2)

Yes .......

(2)
Yes.......
Yes.......

(2)
Yes
Yes .......

Listed
bonds

Yes .......
Yes .......
Yes .......

Yes .......
Yes .......
Yes .......
]No ........
Yes .......

(9
Yes.......
Yes.......

(2)
Yes
Yes .......

(2) 

Yes .......

(2)
Yes.......
Yes.......

(9
Yes.......
Yes.......

Unlisted
stocks

and bonds

Yes .......
No ........
No ........

Yes .......
No ........
No ........
Yes .......
No ........
No ........

(s)
:No

No

Other
purposes

Yes.
No.
No.

Yes.
No.
No.
Yes.
No.
No.

Yes.
No.
No.

Yes.
No.
No.
Yes.
No.
No.

Yes.
No.
No.

Yes~
No.

As used here, the term’ ’broker" includes ’ dealer."
Transaction prohibited by Exchange Act.

2~ In this example, the customer’s equity is $1,350 since the value of securities long is
$5,~50 and his debit balance is $4,000. His equity thus is only slightly greater than
25 percent of the market value of securities long in the account. Expressed another way,
the customer’s indebtedness-to-market-value-of-collateral ratio cannot exceed 3: 4.
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TABLE X-b.--Limitations on credit under Regulations T and U of the Board of
Governors o~ the Federal Reserve System (July 1, 1968) 

Collateral offered

Listed stocks

Listed bonds:
Convertible ...............

Other ......................

Unlisted stocks ................

Unlisted bonds:
Convertible ...............

Other .....................

Other than securities ..........

None ..........................

Source of
credit 1

Broker ....
Bank .....
Other .....

Broker ....
Bank .....
Other .....
Broker ....
Bank .....
0ther .....

Broker ....
Bank .....
Other .....

Broker ....
Bank
Other
Broker
Bank .....
Other .....

Broker ....
Bank .....
Other .....

Broker ....
Bank .....
Other .....

Credit for purchase of--

Registered
stocks

50%.............
50%.............
No (U) ..........

ood faith test__
No (U) ..........

No (§7) .........
No tU) .........

(*) ..............
50% .............
No (U) .........

(*) ..............
Good faith test__
No (U) .........
(*) ..............
No (§7) .........
No (U) .........

No (U) .........

o (U) .........
No (U) .........

Registered
bonds

No (U) ......
No (U) .....

No (U) ......
No (U) .....

No (§7) .....
No (U) .....

o (U) ......
No (U) .....

(*) ..........
No (U) .....
No (U) .....

N6 (§7) .....
No (U)

(*) ..........
No (U) .....
No (U) .....

o (U) .....
No (U) ......

Unregistered
securities

No (~7) .....
No (§7) .....

5o% .........
No (§7) .....
No (§7) .....
50%
No (§7) .....
No (§7) .....

(*) ..........
No (§7)
No (§7) .....

No (§7) .....
No (§7) .....
(*) ..........
No (§7) .....
No (§7) .....

(*) ..........
No (§7) .....
No (§7) .....

No (§7) .....
No (§7) .....

Other
purposes

(T)
No (§7)
No (§7)

(T)
No (§7)
No (§7)
(T)
No (§7)
No

(T)
No (§7)
No (§7)

(NTo) (§7)
No (~7)
(T)
No (§7)
No (§7)

No (§7)
No (§7)

(NTo) (§7)
No (§7)

: As used here, the term "broker" includes "dealer." It should be noted that banks are limited by Regu-
lation U, sec. 221.3(q) in the amount which they may lend to certain persons engaged in the business 
making loans to purchase listed stocks.

NOTE.--(T) indicates exemption from restriction under Regulation 
No (§7) indicates no restrictive authority granted by see. 
No (U) indicates authority under sec. 7 but no restrictions imposed under Regulation 
(*) Indicates transaction prohibited by sec. 
50% indicates maximum loan value under Regulation T or Regulation U.
Good faith test: §l(a) of Regulation U requires a "good faith" determination of maximum loan

value of collateral other than stock when loan is for the purpose of purchasing or carrying
listed stock.

4. SCOPE AND ~/IETHODS OF STUD:Y

Despite the historic limitations on the scope of the Commission’s
concern with security credit controls, the legislative history of section
19 (d) of the Exchange Act, added in 1961 to authorize the Special
Study, leaves no doubt that Congress intended margin controls to be
a subject of review.25 The rules of exchanges and securities associa-
tions, which were to be studied, either already included or might
include margin maintenance requirements and such requirements
interact significantly with FRB-imposed initial requireme~uts. The
Chairman of the Commission, moreover, called to the attention of Con-
gress ~ the disparities and gaps that existed in the regulatory pattern
and undertook to study them.

The study .as undertaken, which has been conducted with mindful-
, ,heSS of the Commission s limited concern and FRB s broader responsi-

bilities, has taken various forms. Existing statutory, regulatory, and
self-regulatory controls have been reviewed and analyzed. Informa-

~ See ch. I.A.1.
m "Hearings Before Subcommittee of House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com-

merce" on H.J. Res. 438, 87th Cong., 1st sess., pp. 6-7 (1~61).
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tion relating to margin calls by brokers and banks during the market
break in the spring of 1962 has been assembled and analyzed. As
many of the persons and firms active as unregulated lenders as could
be identified and feasibly interrogated were questioned about the
nature, scope and methods of their operations and a number were again
questioned after the break. FinMly, the FRB staff, at the request of
the Special Study, conducted a survey of bank loans secured by listed
and unlisted securities and supl~lemented it by a series of interviews
of selected banks made by Fe(~eral Reserve Bank personnel to de-
termine their methods and practices in relation to loans collateralized
by securities.

The FRB Bank Loan Survey, the results of which are discussed at
relevant places below, might appropriately be described briefly here.
Its purpose was to estimate the total volume on the date chosen, Sep-
tember 26, 1962, of all securities-collateralized loans outstanding from
member banks of the Federal Reserve System as well as the composi-
tion of the collateral held. By statistical procedures designed to permit
system aggregates to be projected, a sample of banks of varied sizes
and locations was drawn and asked to complete a questionnaireY7
The questionnaire requested data about selected loans in the recipient
banks’ loan files, including dollar amount, purpose, age, maturity,
nature of collateral and, in the case of loans secured by unlisted stocks,
the identity of the one or two most important stocks. The results were
tabulated to show various distributions of aggregate amounts and
numbers of loans by purposes and types of collateral, together with
certain geographic and bank-type characteristics. 28 Additionally, cor-
porations whose securities were identified among the collateral used
to support the loans were classified, from information available to the
Special Study, by size of assets and number of sharehoIders; an at-
tempt was then made to correlate these classifications with dollar
amounts and number of loans. 2~ The survey made available for the
first time since World War II reliable estimates about the volume of
securities-collateralized loans of member banks of the Federal Reserve
System as well as purpose and collateral classifications.

The results of the various studies are presented below as follows :
Part B generally discusses the function of and need for an initial

margin in respect of loans collateralized by securities by reason of the
potential market impact of inadequately margined loans. Included
are data relating to margin calls by brokers, banks, and unregulated
lenders during the 1962 market break.

Part C analyzes disparities and gaps in the present regulaCx)ry
scheme with particular reference to the purpose-nonpurpose distinc-
tion; the listed-unlisted distinction; the seemingly inconsistent treat-
ment of unlisted securities as collateral for bank loans, on the one
hand, and broker loans on the other; the freedom of banks from mar-
gin controls on loans on convertible bonds; the special treatment of
subscription accounts ; and unregulated lenders.

Part D contains the summary, conclusions, and recommendations.
Enforcement of Regulation T is discussed in chapter XII. No

independent investigation has been made of the enforcement of Reg-

See app. X-A for the form of questionnaire used.
See app,. X-B,.
See aoD. X-~-
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ulation U~ which is undertaken primarily by banking regulatory
thorities.

B. THE FUNCTIONS AND HEED OF INITIAL M~ARGIN REQUIREMENTS

The broad economic aspects of security credit mentioned in the
legislative hearings and reflected in the language of section 7 of
the Exchange Act--determining the amount of credit required for the
accommodation of commerce and industry and limiting the amount
used for securities transactions to the extent deemed appropriate in
the light of the general economic and credit situation of the country--
transcend the immediate concerns of the Commission and are properly
the province of the FI~B. To the extent that the problem can be
segregated from the economic web of which it is a strand, and dealt
with independently~ the Commission’s primary concern is the effi-
cacy of security credit controls in preventing speculative excesses that
produce dangerously large and rapid securities price rises and ac-
celerated declines in the prices of given securities issues and in the
general price level of securities. Losses to a given investor resulting
~rom price declines in thinly margined securities are not of serious
significance from a regulatory point of view. When forced sales occur
and put pressures on securities prices, however~ they may cause other
forced sales and the resultant snowballing effect may in turn have a
general adverse effect upon the entire market.

The problem arises from the uniqu’e nature of securities as economic
assets. A major reason for the wide acceptance of securities as col~
lateral is their ready marketability, a characteristic made possible by
their easy transferability and the highly efficient marketing methods
of the exchanges and the more diffuse over-the-counter markets. Hot
all individual issues exhibit this characteristic to the same degre% but
for a large segment of securities actively traded by the general public

q PPY ¯ -
. ~

g
there are important differences by type of securities and among se-
curities within any type, volatility resulting from liquidity is more
characteristic of securities than of most other kinds of financial
assets.

Instant liquidity and price volatility have significance to both bor-
rowers and lenders and, in turn~ to the regulatory authorities. It is the
assurance of ready realization provided by liquidity that enables the
borrower to persuade the lender to assign a high collateral value to
his asset--that enables him to obtain funds that might not otherwise
be forthcoming or obtain them on easier terms because of decreased
risk. At the same time it is price volatility that causes the lender to
require the indebtedness-to-collateral ratio to be maintained at a
minimum level however prices might fluctuate (margin maintenance).
It is, similarly~ liquidity that enables, and price volatility that causes,
the lender to demand the right to "sell out" the collateral if the main-
tenance limit is passed when prices decline. Thus, wholly apart from
public or self-regulatory controls, the unique nature of securities as
economic assets and the private economic interests of borrower and
lender cause both an initial margin and margin maintenance require-
ment at some level to be a characteristic feature of most security credit
transactions.
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Public concern is with the wholesale effect of the private arrange-
ments just described. Thus the stock exchanges in their capacity as
regulators of their members impose minimum maintenance require-
ments because the ultimate consequence of inadequate security in a
member firm’s customers~ accounts might be member insolvency and
it is one of the responsibilities of an exchange to foster member firm
stability. Similarly, lending banks, showing the same kind of concern
for their own solvency, have self-imposed policies for margin main-
tenance by borrowers. In a larger arena, the FRB imposes initial
requirements--and changes them from time to time--as part of its
effort to regulate the total volume of credit in the economy at large
and in the securities segment over against other segments. Both ex-
change maintenance standards (but not bank maintenance require-
ments as such) and FRB initial requirements involve the Commission.
The Commission is a supervisor of the exchanges and self-regulatory
agencies and also bears primary responsibility for the enforcement of
FRB credit regulations under the Exchange Act. Together with the
stock exchanges, the FRB and the public at large, it has a vital con-
cern for orderliness and normal stability of the market, with the inter-
relation of the two types of margin provisions and with the disruptive
impact that might be the result of an inadequate initial requirement.
In periods of rising prices, an inadequate initial margin requirement
might result in speculative excesses and untenable price levels. When
prices decline, forced securities sales might turn an orderly market
retreat into a rout.

The interaction of initial margin and margin maintenance require-
ments--and the efficacy of the former to prevent forced liquidations--
may be illustrated by an example : .

The rules of the l~ew York Stock Exchange generally require that
a customer’s margin be at least 95 percent of the value of securities
long in the account2° Assume that~ in December 1961, Mr. Smith pur-
chased through his broker, an I~YSE member, listed stocks with a
value of $10,000. The initial margin then required was 70 percent
and Mr. Smith had to deposit at least $7,000 margin. If he paid
$7,000 cash and used the securities purchased as collateral, his debt
balance (loan) became $3,000, and his margin (equity) $7,000. 
market value of the securities would have had to decline to under
$4,000 (a 60-percent decline) before the credit status of his account
would violate the l~ew York Stock Exchange maintenance require-
ments.31 If the initial margin requirement had been only 40 percent,
a i~0-percent drop in market value would have threatened liquidation2~
If only a 9~5-percent initial margin had been required, the broker
would have had to send a margin call and a liquidation might have
ensued on the slightest decrease in value of the collateral.

No comprehensive information is available as to the margin which
br.oker-dealers generally require their customers to maintain in mar-
gm accounts. The responses to the Special Study’s questionnaire
FR-1,~a however, indicate that at least some broker-dealers require a

ao NYSE rule 4~31. The rules of other exchanges are generally ~imilar.
a~ If the securities in the example above declined to a value of $4,000, the cu_s,_t~)mer’s

equity would be $1,000 (the value of securities in the account minus the customer s debit
balance)---exactly 25 percent of the market value of the securities in the account.

~ In this situation, a $2,000 decline would result in the customer having an equity of
$2,000 (the value of securities in the account minus the customer’s debit balance) or 
percent of the market value of the securities ($10J)00 minus $2,000).aa Described in eh. III.D.
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maintenance level above 25 percent of the market value of secut~ities
long: Of 48 NYSE member firms in the sample which described their
practices, 17 stated that they require margin to be maintained at u
level of 25 percent, 20 at 30 percent and 11 at 331/~ percent or more.

It is evident that the higher the initial requirement in relation to
the maintenance standard the greater protection against a forced
liquidation that a margin purchaser enjoys. _& substantial initial
margin requirement does more, however, than protect an occasional
Mr. Smith; the very forced sale that the absence of the requirement
would tend to make more likely could itself contribute downward
pressure on the market price of the security or securities involved,
and any decline in price would, if many or all accounts were thinly
margined, in turn tend to produce further margin calls. ~ kind of
chain reaction may then ensue in which series of margin calls and
waves of selling, each caused by the other, will follow with increasing
rapid.ity and effect. Investor "psychology" being what it is, the in-
creasing decline in one or several issues can easily spread to others.
Once the process becomes generally operative, the stage is set for a
serious market break.

This phenomenon is known to have been a significant feature of the
great crash of 1929. There is reason to believe that the legislative
response in the form of section 7 of the Exchange Act and the im-
plementation provided by the FRB had a significantly moderating
effect on the number of margin calls that went out during the market
break of May 1962, and may have been responsible for its not having
been worse, either in depth or duration, than it was. It cannot be
said with certainty where one cause might have given way to another
or what might have happened if the initial margin requirement had
been at some other level before the break occurred. Those loans that
were regulated had been subject to a 70-percent initial requirement
for almost 4 years immediately before the break, however, and avail-
able evidence indicates both that credit subject to initial margin
requirements may.have played a minor role and that credit not sub-
ject to those requirements may have played a more significant one
during that event.

During the 1962 market break, margin calls by brokers ~ increased
substantially., but were still few in number and resulted in only a
relatively m~nor volume of forced liquidations. Data for a continu-
ing sample of margin customers of NYSE member firms collected by
the Exchange for the FRB indicate that, at the end of December 1961,
only 14 percen~ of the adjusted debit balances in the 1,639 customers’
accounts ~5 in the sample at that time were margined under 50 per-
cent and 9 percent were margined under 40 percent26 At the end
of May 1962, 41 percent of the adjusted debit balances in the accounts
of the 1,664 customers included in the sample at that time were mar-
gined at less than 50 percent but only 22 percent of the adjusted debit

~ Brokers may lend for the purlaose of purchasing or carrying securities only on listed
securities and only subject to the FRB initial margin requirements. See pt. A.3, above.

a~NYSE member firms accounted for more than 98 percent of customers’ net debit
balances with broker-dealers on or about Jan. 31, 1962. See pt. A.1.

~Margin Panel Survey of New York Stock Exchange. Even though a 70-percent
initial margin requirement had been in effect for almost 4 years, accounts at this time could
have been less than 70 percent margined for at least two reasons. F~rst, a reduced
margin could occur, even if there were no activity in an account, owing to a decline in
the market value of securities in the accou.nt. Second, Regulation T permits certain
withdrawals of cash and securities and substitution of securities in margin accounts under
circumstances which will result in a reduced margin.

96-746---63--pt. 4----3
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balances were margined at under 40 percent. ~7 It is therefore not
startling, even in view of the severity of. the break, that only one. in
nine of all NYSE member-firm margin accounts received written
calls .during May 25-31. as The average daily number of calls for
margin maintenance purposes ("maintenance calls") during this
period rose to 19,000 from the average daily number of 5,300 during
the preceding 3-week period, or somewhat more than three times.~9
Written calls resulted in liquidations in 28 percent of the cases (24-
percent voluntary and 4-percent involuntary,) 4o or only 3 percent
of all margin accounts. The NYSE estimates that the share volume
involved was I million shares, or 2.5 percent of total sales during that
period. 41 Nonwritten "calls" or mere consultation between broker and
customer may have resulted in additional liquidations, but the extent of
such liquidations is not known. No one can say what the effect would
have been if less stringent requirements had prevailed before the
break or if the market had continued down instead of turning on
May 29~ but it would appear safe to say that during the break as it
in fact happened~ while liquidations in margin accounts may have
had some effect on the severity of the break, brokers’ margin calls did
not themselves produce a runaway chain reaction.

In the case of banks, margin calls may have been of greater moment.
The importance of securities-collateralized bank loans was shown by
the FRB Bank Loan Survey~ from which it is estimated that on Sep-
tember 26, 1962, member banks had almost $11 billion of such loans
outstanding. Loans collateralized principally by stocks totaled $9.6
billion of which $8.6 billion had been granted free of initial margin
controls. 42 Thus, unless a redical increase took place between May
1962, and the following September (a chan~e, moreover, which is un-
likely), a very substantial amount of stocl~-s~ecured batik credit was
outstanding at the time of the 1962 market break and a large part of
it was not subject to Regulation U.

Information obtained for the Special Study indicates that a sub-
stantial portion of un.r.egulated, stock-secured bank loans was subject
to lower initial margins than the FRB-imposed requirement under
Regulations T and U. The FRB obtained information about bank
margin practices for the Special Study in a series of interviews by
which they supplen~ented their Bank Loan Survey. A group of 31
member banks,,.’ located in various parts of the United States, including
7 with total deposits of over $500 million~ 12 with total deposits in
$100 to $250 million range and 12 in $15 to $30 million range~ answered
a set of identical questions relating to their stock-secured lending
standards and procedures.

The responding banks were willing to make loans on listed stocks for
unregulated purposes in initial amounts ranging up to 80 percent of

~7 Ibid.
~s NYSE., "The Stock Market Under Stress," p. 41 (1963).
~ Unpublished data coUecte~ by New York Stock Exchange. Data are projected~ from

reports of 25 member firms accounting for approximately 36 percent of all member firm
margin accounts. In addition to "maintenance" calls, routine calls under Regulation T,
many of which were issued to customers making new commitments, rose to an average of
3,900 per day during the period May 25-31 from 1,900 during the preceding 3-week
period.

aoNYSE, "The Stock Market Under Stress," p. 58 (19C~3). The percentage of liquida-
tions in maintenance calls alone may have been higher. The NYSE was not able to
indicate the number of liquidations arising from maintenance calls alone~

~a I4. at p. 41.
~ See app. X-B.
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~heir market value, i.e., on a 20-percent margin; 17 of ~he 31, or over
half, lent from 70 to 80 percent, i.e., on a 30- to 20-percent mar-
gin; 12, or almost two-fifths lent from 60 to 66% percen.t, i.e., on a
40- to 331/~-percent margin; and only 1 had a margin require-
ment as high as 50 percent. One bank reported that it had no fixed
percentage, but judged each case on its merits.
- The r~’nge for unregulated loans on unlisted stocks was the samo;
between 50 and 80 percent was lent on these securities but the general
tendency was to b~ more stringent. Seven banks, or about a quarter,
lent 70 to 80 percent; 6 lent 60 to 662~ percent; and 15, or almost half,
were unwilling to lend over 50 percent. Three banks had no fixed
rule of thumb.

Margin maintenance requirements of the 31 banks surveyed covered
a considerably broader spectrum than those of the NYSE member
firms in the FR-1 sample.~ With respect to listed stocks, 8 banks
specified that they had no fixed requirements or that requirements
varied according to the customer and/or the collateral, 3 had a require-
ment of less than 25 percent, 7 had the same standard as the NYSE,
10 required margin to be maintained at between 30 and 331/3 percent
and 3 required a 40-percent margin. With respect to unlisted stocks,
there was some tendency toward a higher maintenance requirement:
11 banks in the sample required margin on unlisted stocks to be
maintained at 40 percent or more.

The FRB also assembled, in July 1962, limited data on the number
of margin calls by banks during the 1962 market break. Eighty-one
member banks, at least five in each Federal Reserve Di.strlct, were
asked to try to supply estimates of the number and dollar amount (if
loans called during the period from May 91 to June 1, 1962, including
the extent of collateral liquidation that resulted, and to specify the
regulatory status of the loans involved.

Seventy-eight of the banks polled were able to respond; they ac-
counted (at the end of 1961) for one-third of all loans (both secured
and unsecured) outstanding at member banks and nearly one-half
of the "purpose" loans. The responses showed that during the 2
weeks surveyed the responding banks issued margin calls on 15,124
loans to borrowers who were indebted in the aggregate amount of
$388 million. 44 Only 94 of the loans called were regulated; of those
41 were to permit exercise of AT&T subscription rights and thus
were allowed an initial margin as low as 25 percent. Approximately
one-eighth of all calls resulted in sales of collateral (about $35 million).

By comparison, in an average D-week period in February and
March 1962, the responding banks issued approximately 400 margin
calls. Several possible reasons exist for the increase reported in
margin calls between this period and the May 1962 market break.
Banks generally do not value collateral as regularly or as often as
broker-dealers; they tend to rely to a greater extent on the general
creditworthiness of the borrower and may not have acted until ~he
severity of the break became apparent. Furthermore, the FRB did not

~ See p. 10, above.
.~ It shoal4 be noted that unlike the data given at p. ~t2, above, with res,peet to margin

calls by all NYSE member firms which are projected from a sample to provide an estimate
of the number of calls for all firms, these figures include only those given by banks in the
sample. These are primarily larger banks ; those which accounted for the bulk of calls and
loans are located in major financial centers. Undoubtedly other member banks of the
Federal Reserve System also made margin calls ; their number, however, is unknown.
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define the term "call" to mean a formal written demand for additional
collateral as did the NYSE ; the more than 15,000 calls reported might,
therefore~ have included mere informal discussions with borrowers
or possibly even internal consideration by bank lending officers. The
fact remains that an exceedingly large increase occurred in the number
o.f margin calls by banks during the period of the May 196~- market
break~ virtually, all of which was concentrated among loans not subject
to initial margin requirements under Regulation U.

The activities during the market break of a number of "unregulated
lenders~" persons other than brokers or domestic banks engaged in
the business of lending on securities but not subject to FRB controls,
appear to reflect the effect of hmlted m~t~al margins. As a part
a broader study~ 14 such lenders~ who had been interviewed in March
1962~ and each of whom had reported at least $500~000 in security
loans outstanding at some time during 1961~ were reinterviewed in
June 1962. Each was asked to state his total securities loans outstand-
ing on May 1, 1962, his total outstanding at the time of the survey (in
almost all cases the first week of July 1962 was used by the lenders)~
the number of his customers on May 1~ 1962, and the number of mar-
gin calls he issued during March~ April~ and May, with a detailed
breakdown for May. Certain details of sales resulting from margin
calls during May were also obtained.

The 14 selected unregulated lenders reported aggregate securities
loans outstanding of $18 million between March 1 and 10~ 1962, $10.5
million on May 1 and only $3.5 million on July 1.

The loans outstanding on May 1, 1962, were to an aggregate of 500
customers. During the month of May the 14 lenders rep.orted issuing
over 300 margin calls, approximately 100 of which were issued during
the period May 25-31. Several of the lenders reported, however, that
they did not have records adequate to determine when margin calls
had been made. One added that its loan agreement included specifi-
cations of a "stop" price below which the collateral would ’be sold.
for example~ the market value of the security at the time of the loan
was $60, a stop price of $55 might have been specified. The lender
would have lent up to 90 percent of the stop price and the customer
would, in effect~ have agreed in advance that if the market value of
the security should fall to $55, the collateral would be sold without
further ado. Still another lender apparently did not bother with
margin calls as such at all, since it reported no margin calls, but forced
liquidations of all customers on May 28.

The records of many of the unregulated lenders were not sufficiently
detailed to show the names of dollar values of securities sold as a
result of margin calls. Eight of the lenders interviewed were able to
supply some data. They sold shares of approximately 200 issuers
during May. All but about 10 were listed on either the New York
Stock Exchange or the American Stock Exchange and presumably
were on a smaller margin than would have been allowed by an NYSE
or Amex member firm. Most of the sales involved blocks valued at
between $2,000 and $5,000, but there were a number of blocks worth
more than $10,000 and several in the $35,000 to $50,000 range.

In certain cases~ these sales represented a high proportion of all sales
on the exchange during a given day. On May 10, 1962, for examp~le,
unregulated lenders were responsible for sales of 1,500 shares of

comprehensive discussion of unregulated lenders is presented at pt. C.4, below.
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Telautograph Corp. out of a total volume of 3,400 and 1,000 shares of
Union Asbestos out of a total volume of 1,600. Other examples could
be cited. Such concentration, entirely apart from the aggregate size
of the blocks involved, may tend to accelerate a decline in the price
level of given issues.

The foregoing data with respect to unregulated lenders are frag-
mentary. Nevertheless, the partial evidence available indicates the
effect of inadequate initial margins and suggests that the longstand-
ing prebreak 70 percent level provided considerable protection.

In summary, the evidence available to the Special Study gives
strong indications that a substantial initial margin requirement is a
strong defense against forced liquidations of securities in a declining
market. Where these requirements were applicable, there appears
to have been a more limited increase in the number of margin calls
than where they were not. Where loans on the smallest margins were
made by unregulated lenders, on the other hand, a substantial portion
of loans appear to have been called during the period of the 1962
market break.

C. DISPkRITIES AND GAPS IN 1~I{(]I1~ CONTROLS

In the New York Times for December 12, 1961, the following ad-
vertisement appeared:

LOANS ON
UNILEVER STOCK
BROAD & WALL CORP.

A public,-owned company
101 Park Ave. ORegon 9-9030

December 12, 1961, was the date on which Unilever stock was listed
on the NYSE. Before that date, because Unilever was then not listed:

(1) A broker-dealer was forbidden to extend credit to a cus-
tomer for the purpose of purchasing or carrying any securities
(including Unilever stock) if the Unilever stock was to be used 
collateral; the Unilever stock was acceptable, however, as col-
lateral for a loan for any other purpose;

(P~) The customer could have used the Unilever stock as col-
lateral for a loan from a domestic bank for any purpose including
purchasing or carrying the Unilever stock; if the purpose of the
loan had been to purchase or carry a listed stock, however, the
bank could have lent only u.p to 30 percent (now 50 percent as 
result of a change in margin requirements) of the market value
of the Unilever stock;

(3) The customer could have used the Unilever stock as col-
lateral for a loan from a lender other than a broker-dealer or
domestic bank for any purpose whatsoever and for any amount
the lender would permit; the lender, however, might have been
limited by Regulation U in his ability to rehypothecate the stock
with a bank; ~6 and,

~ If the lender’s principal activity, or one of its "important" ones, had been making loans
to purchase or carry listed stocks, no more could have been lent by the bank to the lender
on the Unilever stock than was permitted under the general provisions of Regulation U
unless the loan from the bank to the lender had been clearly disassociated from any
financing by the bank for the lender to purchase or carry listed stocks. See Regulation U,
see. 221.~(q) and discussion in or. C.4.d(2).
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(4) A broker-dealer could have borrowed from a domestic
bank or any other lender on Unilever stock in the same manner
as any other customer.

When the Unilever stock was listed, its loan value was affected in
several respects. Thereafter:

(1) A broker-dealer could lend up to 30 percent (now 50 per-
cent) on Unilever stock for its purchase or for the purchase of
any listed or unlisted security; the Unilever stock continued to be
acceptable as collateral for a loan for a purpose other than pur-
chasing or carrying securities and the broker-dealer could lend
any amount on it;

(~) A domestic bank could lend only 30 percent (now 50 per-
cent) on Unilever stock where the purpose was to purchase Uni-
lever or other listed stocks; where the purpose of the loan was
other than purchasing or carrying listed stocks, however, the
bank could lend any amount on Unilever stock.

(3) A lender other than a domestic bank or broker-dealer could
still lend any amount on Unilever stock for any purpose whatso-
ever including purchasing or carrying Unilever or other listed
securities; ~7 and,

(4) A broker could no longer borrow on Unilever stock from
any source other than a member bank of the Federal Reserve Sys-
tern or a bank that had agreed to be bound by the restrictions to
which members were subject.

If it had been Unilever bonds that had been listed, a different pattern
would have emerged: before listing they would have had the same
margin status as unlisted stock. Upon listing the bonds would have
become eligible for brokers’ loans, subject to margin requirements.
Banks, however, would have been permitted to lend any amount on the
bonds even after they were listed and even if the purpose of the loans
were to purchase or carry the bonds or other listed stocks or bonds.

From the illustration just given it will be seen that, despite the
theoretical desirability and demonstrated usefulness of initial margin
controls, they apply at present to only some securities transactions
and in some instances in seemingly inconsistent ways. Some of the
disparities or gaps represent deliberate policy choices; others, the
effects of circumstances not fully known or foreseen when the law
or regulations were adopted. It is therefore appropriate to survey the
existi.ng regulatory pattern to determine its adequacy in the light of
experience and of present and possible future circumstances.

1. NONPURPOSE LOANS

"Nonpurppse" loans, i.e., those for a purpose other than purchas-
ing or carrying securities, are not subject to regulation under present
security credit controls. There is a fundamental distinction between
the treatment accorded nonpurpose loans, on the one hand, and loans
to purchase or carry securities ("purpose" loans), on the other hand.
While not all types of purpose loans are regulated, they are in large
measure subject to credit controls. Whatever the effect of observing
the distinction on the broad credit-monetary control effort might be, it
is necessary, in view of the significant protection provided by an initial

But see note 46.
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margin requirement against the snowballing effect of margin calls,~8
to consider whether the distinction should be retained in its present
form, modified, or abolished.

The volume of stock-collateralized~ nonpurpose loans is far greater
than that of the purpose loans subject to margin requirements. On
September 26~ 1962~ for example~ member banks held about $7.8 billion
of nonpurpose loans principally collateralized by stocks, compared
with only about $850 million in loans principally collateralized by
stocks for the purpose of purchasing or carrying securities registered
on a national exchange.49 By comparison~ at the end of September
1962~ NYSE member firms reported $3.9 billion in customers~ net
debit b~lances representing loans to customers for the purpose of
purchasing or carrying securities.

When the $8.6 billion of stock-secured unregulated loans were classi-
fied~ two principal components appeared. Slightly less than 50 percent
of the total dollar amount was represented by single payment personal
loans and 37 percent by business loans; the remaining 14 percent was
about equally divided between installment loans to individuals and
all other loans. Single-payment loans to individuals constituted an
even larger portion--about 70 percent--of the total nunvber of stock-
secured unregulated loans.

~V[oreover, for 66 percent of the total amount of stock-collateralized,
single-payment bank loans, the principal collateral was listed stocks.
Not only were these stock-collateralized, single-payment personal
loans the l~rgest single category of unregulated~ stock-collateralized
loans, but they represented nearly three-fift’hs of the dollar volume of
all single-payment loans (stocks secured or otherwise) reported 
all member banks in their regular Condition Report to the FRB on
September 28, 1962~ 2 days after the survey date. :No other category
of]oans approached this proportion; in the other cases, the percent-
ages varied from less than i percent for instMlment loans to about 8
percent for business loans.

In summary~ over 80 percent of the securities-collateralized loans
granted by the member banks of the Federal Reserve System on the
survey date were in the nonpurpose category and a somewhat higher
percentage were not subject to margin controls. , The two principal
types of stock-collateralized, unregulated loans ~ere singl~-payment
personal loans and business loans. The former represented the ma~or
portion of single-payment loans at all member banks and were rela-
tively more numerous but smaller in size; the principal collateral in
most instances was lis~ed stock. The latter (stock-collateralized busi-
ness loans) represented only a small portion of the business loans of
all men~ber banks, w~re fewer in number but larger in size, and the
principal collateral ~ as likewise usually listed stock. With respect to
purpose loans the principal collateral was more evenly divided be-
tween listed and unlisted stocks,s°

~s See pt. B.
~ In addition, there was about $750 million in unregulated loans to purchase or carry

securities which were principally collatera!ized by stocks.
~ No general study of nonpurpose loans by broker-dealers to their customers has been

made. The 245 broker-dealers receiving questionnaire FR-1 (see description in ch. III.D),
however, were asked to state the amount of their nonpurpose loans outstanding on April
30, 1962 ; 35 of the 50 N¥SE firms in the sample had such loans outstanding in amounts
ranging from about $4,000 to about $5 million--2 of 15 Amex and 6 of 44 regional exchange
members in the sample had nonpurpose loans ranging in size from $4,000 to more than
$530,000. No nonexchange firms in the sample had nonpurpose loans outstanding on that
date.
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It seems probable that some of the individuals who obtained non-
purpose, single-payment bank loans with stock as collateral bought
securities during the period of the loan on a cash basis and that the
decision to employ stocks as collateral for the nonpurpose loan rather
than for a purpose loan simply reflected the difference between the
initial margin requirement of R%o~lation U and the greater amount
which banks would lend on stocks for nonpurpose loans. In terms of
potential impact on speculative bull markets or precipitous declines,
it may make little practical difference whether the loan proceeds are
channeled directly to the purchase of securities and the other funds to
a nonpurpose use or vice versa; the margin requirements, however,
often apply in one but not the other.

The existence of a large amount of nonpurpose loans p.rincipally
collateralized by stocks which could be carried at low margin and are
readily subject "to call during deteriorating markets must be regarded
as a potential threat to market stability. As indicated in part B above,
the great increase in bank margin calls with respect to unregulated
loans contrasted sharply with the virtual immunity of regulated loans
at the same banks during the 1965 market break. Undoubtedly, a part
of this increase may be ascribed to the fact that nonpurpose and other
unregulated loans were made by’banks on smaller margins than either
banks or broker-dealers .are permitted for purpose loans. It would
seem that, strictly from the point of view of safeguarding the securi-
ties markets against the risk of forced sales of collateral, the need for
public control, in the form of an initial margin requirement, is no less
m the case of a nonpurpose loan than in the case of a purpose loan.

In relation to the concerns of the FRB, charged as it is with broader
economic aspects of security credit control, the purposes for which
investors borrow may be of primary significance. The purpose stand-
ard is most relevant to those aims of margin controls that transcend
protection against an uncontrolled, self-feeding decline; it relates
primarily to more general considerations of credit and economic regu-
lation. Requiring an initial margin on all stock-secured loans, how-
ever. would not be incompatible with continuance of separate or
special controls on credit to purchase or carry securities. In other
words, it is entirely possible that the FRB might be satisfied that a
particular initial-margin level was adequate to guard against a pre-
cipitous, runaway dec-line, even though below the level establis-hed
for purpose credit in the exercise of its broader responsibilities. In
any event, it appears to the Special Study, in light of the general
principles and data discussed in part B and in this section, that the
authority of the FRB should be broad enough to encompass non-
purpose loans collateralized by actively traded securities and flexible
enough to enable it to adjust initial margins with both the narrow and
broader objectives in view as changing economic or market conditions
might require.

2. UNLISTED SECURITIES

The second pervasive distinction in existing credit controls is that
between the margin status of listed a.nd unlisted securities. Unlike
the purpo.se-nonpurpose division, this distinction results less from the
underlying aims of regulation, as originally conceived, than from prac-
tical considerations. The decision to prohibit broker-dealers entirely
from extending credit on unlisted securities for the purpose of pur-
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chasing or carrying securities while permitting greater freedom of
action to banks was a deliberate one. It was based primarily on the
lack of reliable and current prices and the presumed illiquidity of over-
the-counter issues as they related to the different economic functions
served by bank and broker credit. It may very well be that on the
basis of experience up to 1934, and in view of the market procedures
and institutions then prevailing, no other decision would have bean
wise; however that might be, it is appropriate at least to reconsider
the question in the context of the knowledge and circumstances of the
present.

Preliminarily, it may be helpful to provide some indication, from
the FRB Bank Loan Survey, of the characteristics of bank loans on
unlisted securities and the issues employed as principal collateral to
obtain them:

Of the total amount of $10’,936 million of securities-co]lateralized
bank loans outstanding on September 26, 1962, $3,120 million, or about
28.5 percent, was principally secured by unlisted stock.51 On the aver-
age, the loans on unlisted securities were large, amounting to approxi-
mately $19,000, compared with those principally collateralized by
listed stock, which averaged about $12,500. Of the $3,120 million in
1.o.ans principally secured by unlisted stock, the most important col-
lateral for about 60 percent of these loans was in issues that were not
"actively traded." Issues were defined as "actively traded" only if
market interest was sufficient to warrant their inclusion in any re-
gional or national NASD quotation list.5~

Business loans constituted the highest amount (36 percent) of loans
principally secured by inactive, unlisted stocks. Conversely, single-
payment personal loans constituted the highest percentage (38 per-
cent) of loans secured principally by actively traded unlisted stocks.
As has already been noted, single-payment personal loans also repre-
sented the highest percentage of loans secured by listed stock.

In order for margin controls framed in terms of a percentage of
market value to be feasible, it is essential to have accurate and current
prices, tk lender forbidden, to lend more than ~ percent of the value
of collateral offered--and subject to penalty if he exceeds the per.-
missible amount--must be able readily to solve the equation that con-
fronts him and solve it in a way that will satisfy not only himself and
his borrower at the time, but also the regulatory authorities at some
later time. In the case of listed securities, the centralization of the
market and public reporting of transactions on the tape provide a
perfectly adequate means of ascertaining market value. No such
means was apparent for unlisted securities in 1934 and Congress there-
fore thought that permitting broker-dealers to extend credit on them
would make it possible to dilute margin controls in their application
to listed securities (by the assi.gnment of questionable or bad faith
values to unlisted issues in a mixed bag of collateral) and would be
m~workable in its own right.=

The different ways CSngress applied its decision to banks and
brokers appears to have resulted from differing assessments of the

51 See app. B,
~ See p. 21, below. It should be noted that thi, s criterior of trading activity differs
from that used elsewhere in the report. See chs. VIII and IX.5a H. Rept. 1383, 73d Cong., 2d sess., p. 8 (1934).
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economic roles of the lending of the two types of entities. 54 One of
the principal functions of a bank is to lend money and in exercising
that function it tends to develop long-term relationships with its
customers. It becomes familiar with their financial circumstances
and can accurately gage their creditworthiness. It may or may not
demand collateral for its own security. If the market-value of the
collateral is volatile~ like that of readily marketable~ publicly ~aded
securities~ a price decline will not normally cause a bank immediately
to "sell out" a longstanding customer. Since it has included his
general creditworthiness in its culculations~ it will "go along" with
him for a while, give him some time to provide additional security
and take drastic action only when that becomes unavoidable. A bank~
similarly, will have the time and~ in view of its function~ the inclina-
tion to make the investigation necessary to determine the collateral
value of securities that are off the beaten track and to correlate that
value with its customer’s reliability. The impact of bank lending
on the market~ therefore, may frequently be relatively remote rather
than immediate.

Brokers~ however~ are sellers and they extend credit in order to fa-
cilitate making sales. They may not require u long-established
customer relationship nor as thorough awareness as bunks of the
customer’s financial status as a prerequisite to a margin transaction.55
They are not principally engaged in the business of lending money.
To allow brokers to lend on over-the-counter securities that might be
extremely difficult to evaluate in the absence of accurate and current

~rices could be thought of as both endangering broker solvency andntroducing into the market u potentially disruptive force that might
seriously impair its stability.

To some extent, if it is said that banks place greater emphasis on a
customer’s general creditworthiness than do broker-dealers, this char-
acteristic of their lending policies applies to listed as well as unlisted
securities. The rationale of u distinction in the power o2 broker-
dealers and banks to lend on unlisted stocks thus may largely rest on
the availability of reliable price information when reliance is prin-
cipally on the collateral.

In some measure the failure to evolve regulatory measures for over-
the-counter securities equal to those applying to listed securities~
especially measures requiring adequate corporate financial reporting~
has warranted continuance of the distinction. A stock may be readily
and adequately evaluated as collateral, however, even when regular
quotations are not available, if financial reports and the corporate in-
formation necessary to u proper proxy statement are regularly made
public. When regular quotations are available, adequate corporate
reporting goes far toward assuring, their reliability as u measure of
collateral value. Such disclosure m itself fosters investor interest
and confidence and, thereby, the liquidity that is one of the desiderata
of marginability. Extending the benefits of sections 13, 14, and 16 of
the Exchange Act to the over-the-counter markets would not neces-
sarily confer on the securities of every issuer to which they might

~ Testimony of Thomas G. Corcoran, "ttearings Before Senate Committee on Banking
and Currency on Stock Exchange Practices," pt. 15, 73d Cong., 1st sess., pp. 6473~6474
(1934).~s In this connection, see the discussion of NYSE rule 405 (1) (the "know your customer"
rule) in oh. III.B.6.b(3) (a) of the report.
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apply the attributes that are desirable as a precondition of the avM1-
ability of credit, but, had these protections been achieved as Congress
envisaged in 1934,5s they would have helped to eliminate a major dis-
tinction in underlying circumstances which led to the listed-unlisted
disparity in margin provisions¯

In any event, the circumstances o.f today, assuming the protections
of sections 13, 14, and 16 are made available to a substantial seginent
of unlisted securities, as recommended in chapter ’IX, warrant a re-
examination of the sharp disparity now embedded in the Exchange
Act in respect of at least some securities in that segment. Elsewhere
in this report a comprehensive exposition of present-day over-the-
counter communications facilities and trading practices is presented,
as well as a detailed description of methods of compiling disseminating
over-the-counter quotations. Existing means do not yet approach
the exchange tape but, for at least some over-the-counter securities,
reasonably reliable and current interdealer quotations and "retail" bid
prices are available.

The heterogeneity of the over-the-count~r markets and of the issues
traded there is also discussed in the report.5s It is pointed out, in
chapter VIII.B, that many over-the-counter issues are as active as, or
more active than, many listed issues and display equal or greater trad-
ing depth. Indeed, the outward characteristics of a considerable seg-
ment of over-the-counter issues are indistinguishable from those of a
considerable segment of listed securities29 For some over-the-counter
issues, therefore, the presumed illiquidity that influenced Congress in
193~: does not now, at least, obtain.

In chapter IX, along with recommendations to improve corporate
disclosure, a proposal is made to establish and emphasize a categoriza-
tion of over-the-counter issues by designating those issues, the issuers
of which will comply with the disclosure recommendations, as
"OTC-listed." so The class of issues thus created, all of them owned by
a substantial body of shareholders and many of them actively traded
and quoted, would constitute a subgroup of over-the-counter issues
surrounded by relevant protections now applicable to listed issues,
from which some more selective process might designate a further sub-
group to which it would be feasible to apply margin controls. In
other words, the OTC-listed concept would be the outside limit, but
not necessarily a sufficiently restricted limit, of a category of securities
to be considered equivalent to listed securities for margin purposes¯

The extent of bank lending on the over-the-counter stocks has been
indicated above. The need for margin controls over such loan where
feasible has already been stressed and need not be elaborated here;
some additional indications of the data at hand should, however, be
mentioned. That extending margin controls to bank lending on some
categories of unlisted issues would be desirable and is practicable is
indicated by the September 1965 Bank Loan Survey and the supple-

r~ See ch. IX.
n~ See ch. VII.5s See eh. VII.
59 For example, consider the Unllever stock, mentioned at p. 1 above, Just before and after

its listing.
~ Since ch. IX was published, it has been suggested that the particular designation

of "OTC-11sted." could be an unfortunate one because of possible confusion with "listed"
(on a stock exchange).’ If this objection is deemed a valid one, an alternative designation
could readily be found ( OTC-special, OTC-disclosure-list, OTC-registered, or OTC-
public," for example) without impairing the principle that there should be a special
designation.
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mentary interviews of the FRB. At that time $3,120 million was
owed to banks on the security of unlisted stocks and it is now possible
to give some indication of the characteristics of the issues involved.
It proved possible to classify $1,425 million of this debts or slightly
less .than half, according to certain characteristics of the corporation
issuing the security serving as the single most important collateral.
Of the loans so classifiable, $1,063 million were secured by stocks of
corporations with 1~000 or more shareholders; when classified by assets~
collateral for $1,172 million of these loans was in the form of stock
of issuers with assets of $10 million or more. Stocks in these cate-

gories, as shown by numbers of transfers and by indications of broker-
ealer interest, generally appear to be active21
The FRB’s supplementary intervi.e.ws show, moreover, that in con-

trust to the situation in 1934, the banks in the sample were readily
able to obtain quotations with respect to many over-the-counter secur-
ities and that these securities in fact had a high degree of liquidity.
As a result, with respect to these securities~ the banks were enabled to
forgo primary reliance on the borrower’s general creditworthiness and
could look instead principally to the collateral

There is no reason, however, to abandon the existing pattern of
controls, actually absence of controls, in relation to closely held, inac-
tive issues on which bankers lend in their "traditional" capacity.
Elimination of the collateral value of such issues would be a drastl~c
measure not cMled for by any data at hand. It would be unwarranted
in view of the relative absence of volatility that stems from their inac-
tivity, and the relatively small number of affected persons, and would
be unnecessary in view of the indications that reliance on collateral, as
distinguished from credit standing of borrowers, is less important for
smaller, inactive issues than for actively traded ones.

As a means of distinguishing between the two classes of issues for
bankers’ margin purposes, the standard for over-the-counter corpo-
rate disclosure pursuant to the study’s recommendation in chapter IX
is suggested.~2 As in all cases of line drawing the division has to be on
a rough-and-ready basis that necessarily will fail to take into account
some difficult borderline cases. The ~[ata presented in chapter IX
shows that, at the 300-shareholder level, a substantial majority of
issues show marked trading activity and substantial broker interest.~
The OTC-listed category,~ therefore, might well serve as a practical
classification for bank margin purposes.

By the same token, issues in that category, or at least some of
them, should be considered for eligibility for broker credit without,
however, necessarily including all issues in that category. It is prob-
ably the case that the class of issues to which it would be feasible and
advisable to extend bank-margin controls is not necessarily identical
with that to which it would be desirable to extend broker-margin
privileges. The differences between the credit functions and proce-
dures of banks and of brokers are not entirely eradicated by improved

~ See ch. IX.B.
~ In ch. IX.B, it is proposed that the provisions of sees. 13, 14, and 16 of the Exchange

Act be eventually extended to all issuers having 300 or more equity security holders of
record and/or beneficial holders, subject to certain exemptions and exemptive powers.
The Commission’s current legislative proposals, embodied in S. 1642, and H.R. 6789 (also
It.It. 6793) (88th Cong.), specify a minimum of 50(~ shareholders and $1 million in assets.

~ Of course this would be even truer of the narrower category suggested in the Com-
mission’s pen4ing legislative p.roposal. See note 62, above.,

~ Excluding those issues so classified on the basis of mere voluntary compliance.
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quotations, increased liquidity, and extensions of corporate disclosure.
The involvement of brokers in the trading process and the noninvolve-
ment of banks, as well as the mechanisms of the over-the-counter mar-
ket Vhemselves--absence of specialists, for example--cannot be over-
looked. Many over-the-counter issues, however, even if by no means
all of those that will become OTC-listed, exhibit most if not M1 of the
characteristics of listed issues. Several hundred over-the-counter
stocks, for example, actually meet substantially the minimum listing
requirements of the New York Stock, Exchange.6~ It should be pos-
sible, therefore, to identify among the OTC-listed class of securities
those issues equal to or most nearly approaching listed issues in ac-
tivity, trading depth, and ready availability of reliable price informa-
tion and it would appear to be desirable to place such issues on a par
with listed issues for margin purposes and to entrust ,the establishment
of standards and procedures for that purpose to the FRB. Alterna-
tively, the category of securities might be broadened but the margin
level might be more stringent instead of on a par with that for listed
securities2s

3. CONVERTIBLE BONDS AND SUBSCRIPTION ACCOUNTS

Two other regulatory disparities should be discussed briefly: the
treatment accorded convertible bonds and that accorded subscription
accounts. Convertible bonds present a special problem because Regu-
lation U, which unlike Regtflation T applies only to loans to purchase
"stocks," leaves them free of margin controls; 67 banks may therefore
extend credit on the security of either listed or unlisted convertible
bonds, and even for the purpose of purchasing or carrying such bonds,
on any terms that they wish so long as the "good faith" test of Regula-
tion U is met.6s

No comprehensive figures are available as to the aggregate amount
of convertible bonds outstanding. Standard & Poor’s Earnings and
Ratings, Bond Guide, for March 1963 includes a broad list of wall
known and active issues. The aggregate market value of NYSE-listed
convertible bonds included in the Bond Guide on that date was about
$2,300 million; that for Amex-listed convertible bonds was about $92
million; and that for unlisted issues was about $880 million. These
figures may not be large in relation to the aggregate market value of
all securities 69 but the September 1962 Bank Loan Survey and its
supplementary interviews indicate that a considerable amount of bank
lending on convertible bonds exists, a substantial part of such lending
is purpose credit and some is on very low margin. The survey itself
showed credit outstanding secured by convertible bonds in the aggre-
gate amount of $286 million, 71 percent of which was classified as
"purpose" credit. (The percentage might be compared with 13 per-

~ See eh. VIII.B.
~Exchange Act sec. 7(b) gives broad powers to the FRB to classify securities and

transactions for purposes of margin requirements.
~ Sec. 7 of the Exchange Act expressly prohibits restricting bank credit on nonequity

securities, but sec. 3{11) defines the term "equity security" to include securities con-
vertible into stock or a similar security. If a loan is made for the purpose of purchasing
or carrying a security other than a listed stock, the security is converted into listed stock
and the stock is substituted as collateral, the initial margin requirement for the stock
must be met in 30 days. Regulation U, sec. 221.3~(r).

~s See table X-b.
~At the end of 1962, the market value of NYSE-11sted stocks alone was $346 billion

and that of l~SE-listed bonds was $111 billion. I~I:~S~ Fact Book (1963), p. 14.
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cent for listedy and 25 percent for unlisted stocks.) The banks inter-
viewed had varying policies: some would not lend on convertible bonds
at all; others, among those that would, had no margin policy; but ap-
proximately half had an established policy--and therefore presum-
ably routinely engaged in such transactions--and of those, halt ~ (7
banks) required as little as 20 percent margin.

Whatever the quantitative significance of the convertible bond prob-
lem might bey its q.ualitative importance is such that it should not be
ignored. It should be noted that not all convertible bonds present the
same problem. Where the price of the underlying stock is below the
conversion pricey it is probable that there is a greater tendency for
the bonds to sell as debt securities and not on the basis of their con-
version price. With respect to listed issues~ however, when the con-
vertible bonds are selling at a price including an increment over par
value reflecting the conversion right, the ability to borrow from banks
on the bonds provides an obvious avenue of avoidance of restrictions
on loans on the underlying stock. The problemy moreover~ is com-
pounded by the circumstance that brokers, otherwise prohibited from
arranging credit on better terms than the~" themselves are permitted
to grant, enjoy an exemption for arranging loans with banksy7° an
exemption of which several registered brokers have taken full ad-
vantage. The NYSE member firm of Garvin, Bantel & Co.~ for ex-
ample, when interviewed in 1962, had established relationships with
approximately 300 bank.s that were willing to advance funds on the
security of convertible bonds to customers of any broker that might
apply through Garvin, Bantel. Most of the details of such transac-.
tions were attended to by Garvin, Bantel in circumstances such that
the lending banks clearly looked solely to the collateral for its security.
The firm professed to be responsible for approximately 25 percent of
the bond trading vol.ume on the NYSE ; its activities, therefore, neces-
sarily had a substantial impact on that segment of the market and the
issues underlying the convertible issues in which it dealt.

Entirely apart from problems of avoidance, however, convertible
bonds in their own right are equity securities and may be subject to
all of the market-disruptive potential of stocks. Margin" controls
over convertible bonds~ at least those selling at prices reflecting the
conversion privilege, should be the same as those now existing for
other equity securities. Regulations might be drawn in such a man-
nor that those convertible bonds not selling in clear relation to their
conversion price would continue to be treated as nonequity securities.

Subscription accounts present different problems. The low margin
level applicable to such accounts--currently 25 percent--has been
set in view of the consideration that individual shareholders to whom
rights are distributed by their corporations have no control over tho
time of distribution or, for that mattery over whether there should
be such a distribution. Since these shareholders will be participating
in the market involuntarily, so to speak, some of the important reasons
for margin controls have no application and it is apparently thought
that they should not be deprived, or unduly hindered from availing
themselves, of their opportunity to maintain their proportionate cor-
porate interest. The relaxation thus seeks to minimize an impediment
to a method of corporate financing generally looked upon w~th favor.

Regulation T, sec. 220.7(a).
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It would appear that the relaxation may have the effect of permit-
ting a wholesale, low-margin credit decision to be made by the manage-
ment of the corporation making the distribution, a decision that can
have a significant market impact on the issue involved and, if the
issue is a market bellwether, on the whole market. Information avail-
able with respect to AT & T subscription accounts, for example,
indicates that during the period May 25-81, 196~, there were 1,200
margin calls for NYS:E member firms, a 500-percent increase over
the incidence of such calls during the period from May 7 to May 24.
From May 91 to June 1, 41 of the 94 margin calls that were in regu-
lated accounts of a sample of the banks included in the bank margin
call survey described above 71 involved AT & T subscriptions.

Notwithstanding, the Special Study recognizes that there are im-
portant considerations other than potential market impact involved
in the treatment accorded subscription accounts under Regulation T.
Since it has been impossible for the study to explore and evaluate
the competing considerations~ no recommendation respecting subscrip-
tion accounts is made.

4. UNREGULATED LENDERS

a. Iden~i~y and characteristics
The term "unregulated lenders" 7~ is broad enough to include any

person or firm, other than a domestic bank or a broker, lending money
for the purpose of enabling the borrower to purchase or carry securi-
ties. A group o~ persons and firms, other than domestic banks and
brokers, exists that either intermittently or regularly transacts a sub-
stantial amount o~ such business.7~ Study of the unregulated lender
phenomenon initially involved an effort to identi~y the principal
participants and learn something of their characteristics.

Information about unregulated lenders was derived, in the first
instance, from reports required by the FRB to be made by these
lenders on form FR 728.~ These reports have been required since
1960, and must be submitted once by each unregulated lender; no
supplemental, current reports are required. The reports include a
balance sheet and a statement as to the number and volume of loans
they made in the preceding year.

Approximately 200 lenders responded when the requirement was
adopted in 1960 and other lenders have since reported. About 135
of those lenders originally reporting were credit unions, most of
which had made only an occasional purpose loan on securities.
Analysis of the reports showed that many o~ the remainder were under
the same management or control so that only approximately 44 sepa-
rate enterprises or enterprise groups reported. Fourteen other lend-
ers that had come to the attention of the Commission or the New York
Federal Reserve Bank were also identified. Of the 58 domestic lend-
ers or affiliated groups about which some information is available, 36,
including most of those in New York City and the 14 that had not re-
ported in 1960, were interviewed by the Special Study.~

~ There were more than 15,000 calls together, the great preponderance of which were
in unregulated accounts. See pt. B above.

~’~ See pt. A.,3., above.
~ Broad & Wall Corp., whose advertisement with respect to Unilever stock appears above,

is one example of a firm regularly engaged in lending on securities.
~The reports are required under the authority of Regulation U, sec. 221.3(j).
¯ ~Two lenders refused to answer any questions, and a third, after reporting he was

out of business, refused to submit any further informatiom
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The 36 domestic unregulated lenders that were interviewed repre-
sent a broad variety of businesses. The business of making loans on
securities was the sole or primary business of 10; 6 were engaged
primarily in general commercial financing, and 7 financed promisory
notes and installment paper. A breakdown of the remainder is as
follows: three, primarily fur factors; three, import-export business;
three, real estate; two, broker-dealers (mutual fund salesmen) ; one’s
principal business was lending money on ship mortgages; and one was
a diamond importer. A consequence of the fact that most unregulated
lenders have other sources of income is that they can increase their
securities loans when demand is high, as it was in 1961, and fall back
on their other businesses when demand slackens, as it did during 1962.
They can support themselves during bear markets and still be on
hand to satisfy the rising demand of a bull market.

The identified unregulated lenders displayed a variety of forms of
organization and changed from one to the other frequently. Of those
interviewed 25 were corporations, 9 partnerships, and 2 individual
proprietorships. In the course of 2 years one individual effected un-
regulated lending transactions successively thro.ugh Richgold Trad-
ing Corp., Alan Development Corp., Gladstone Securities Corp.,
Nalco Securities Corp., Rochelle Trading Corp. and Reldan Trading
Co., all controlled entities.

Unregulated lenders are widely distributed geographically, but the
majority are in New York City. Of the 58 about which some informa-
tion is available, ¢7 are located in New York, 6 in Boston, and 1 each
in Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco, Philadelphia, and Miami. Un-
regulated lenders have also been reported in Los Angeles, Atlanta,
Hartford, and Texas.

In addition to the domestic lenders interviewed, available evidence
shows that there are a substantial number of active foreign lenders.
The mechanics of borrowing from the latter will be discussed in the
section dealing with the sources of funds of unregulated lenders.

b. Typical transactions
(1) Terms

Unregulated lenders make loans of two basic kinds. One is a so-
called "straight loan" in which securities that the custo.mer provides
serve as collateral. The second is a so-called "clearance transaction."
Clearance loans developed as a method by which a borrower could
avoid the so-called "free-riding" restrictions in the credit regulations.
Those restrictions are designed to prevent a customer from buying
securities and selling them ~vithin the time permitted for payment
provided for margin and cash accounts 7~ with only enough funds to
pay for any difference in the market value, viz, "free-riding" as ¢o the
initial cost of the securities. The regulations, in effect, substantially
limit a customer from obtaining the proceeds of the sale until he has
tendered the payment due on the purchase.77 A clearance loan is, in
effect, a 1-day loan of funds with which to make the required tender.

~ Regulation T, sec. 220.~ (b) (margin accounts) ; see. 220.4 (c) (cash accounts).
¯ z If a customer withdraws the proceeds of a sale from a cash account before tendering

the purchase price, no further transaction may be made in the account for 90 days unless
the purchase price is in the account prior to the purchase; the account, in short, is
"restricted." The general rule with respect to margin accounts is that no withdrawal
of cash may be made at any time if the "adjusted debit balance" created in the account
would exceed the maximum loan value of securities in it. Regulation T, secs. 220.4(e) 
220..~ (b).
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Subject to some variationS, all unregulated lenders lend money
on securities on approximately the same terms. On securities listed
on the New York Stock Exchange a customer can obtain from 70
to 90 l~rcent of the current market value. Some firms have a set rate
for all New York Stock Exchange securities r alVhough others attemp.t
a qualitative judgment. The amount lent on unlisted securities is
generally less, frown 50 to 80 percent of current market value. The
reasons given for the distinction were (1) that market value was less
certain and (5) that most foreign banks will lend only on listed
securities.

The typical unregulated lender charges interest at the rate of from
1 to ~ percent per month. Some lenders that were interviewed charged
1~ to ~ percent per month for the first month and 1!/~ percent there-
after. Most large lenders charged a uniform rater but others varied
the rate depending upon the customer, the amount of th~ loanr and
the quality of the collateral. There were loans reported with interest
as high as 3 percent per month.

All of the loans made by unregulated lenders are "demand" loans.
Almost all lenders reported that there was an extremely high turn-
over of loans. It was uncommon for any loan on a particular s~urity
to b~ outstanding for more than 6 months and the average period was
approximately 1 month. Most unregulated lenders treated "clear-
ance," or 1-day~ loa~s as ¯ separate category excluded from the fore-
going average. Many charged a minimum of 1 mont~h’s interest for
all loans, including clearances, but some lenders had separate trans-
action charges for clearances.

(2) Mechanics
In order to avoid the risk of receivin.~ forged or counterfeit certifi-

cates as well as the safekeeping responsibility, most unregulated lend-
ers employ banks as integral parts of their operations. When the
borrower has completed arrangements for the loan, he will instruct
his broker to deliver the securities to a lender-designated bank against
payment. The lender meanwhile will inst~ct its bank to receive the
securities from the broker and pay the amount due. Since the lender
will be lending less than the purchase price, the customer will have
to pay the balance either to his broker or, more usually, directly to
the lender¯ The bank will usually have the certificate registered in
its street name and keep them in the account of the lender. The

¯ ~ ¯ .. ,, ¯ ¯
bank w~ll charge an achv~ty fee ranging from $1.50 to $5 per receipt
or delivery. The lender will, of courser incur interest costs if it itself
borrows in the transaction.

Almost all the unregulated lenders reported that customers rarely
redeem their collateral; usually customers sell the security and pay
the loan from the proceeds. When a sale is made, the customer in-
forms the lenderr who in turn instructs the bunk to deliver the certifi-
cates to a broker. The bank receives payment from the broker and
credits the account of the lender. The lender then pays the customer
any surplus after deducting charges.

Some of the banks which have discontinued lending to unregulated
lenders are still performing custodial and clerical services for them.
There are no formal restrictions on such services. Many banks are

96-746--~63--pt. 4-----4
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still willing to handle both clearances and "straight" loans of known
lenders who are clearly covered by section 0"51.3 (q) of Regulation 7s

(3) Securities involved
The bulk of borrowing from unregulated lenders is on listed securi-

ties which most often excite customer interest. Many unregulated
lenders described foreign banks, from which they themselves borrow,79
as being completely ignorant of the over-the-counter market and gen-
erally distrust£~ul of all securities other than those listed on the New
York Stock Exchange. Some foreign lenders ~ill not accept Azneri-
can Stock Exchange securities and most treat securities solely listed
on r~gional exchanges like over-the-counter issues.

Securities used as collateral for unregulated loans are overwhelm-
ingly those that would b~ classified as the most active and/or most
volatile of the listed securities. The high rate of interest charged,
from 18 to 0.4 percent per year, makes the borrowing attractive only
if a rapid price movement is anticipated. Thus, unregulated loans
are made primarily to speculators, "in-and-out" traders. Examples
of concentration o~’lending are given below.

c. Sources o/funds
Almost all domestic unregulated lenders have to use borrowed capi-

tal. Only those fenders w~hose loan volume is small operate w~th
their own funds exclusively.

Of the 36 unregulated lenders interviewed; 24 reported that they
were still active in March 1962; of these 15 reported that they cur-
rently had either secured or unsecured bank loans from U.S. banks
while 13 reported that they were currently borrowing money from
~oreign banks. Of the 14 largest active unregulated lenders, 6 bor-
rowed from both United States and foreign banks, 3 borrowed only
from foreign banks and 4 borrowed only from U.S. banks. All bt~t
one thus used some credit. Sources are loans from domestic banks
secured by customers’ securities, loans from domestic banks, either
secured by collateral other than securities or unsecured, and loans from
foreign banks, both secured by customers’ securities and unsecured.
Each will be discussed in order.

d. Loans from domestic banks

(1) Clearance loans
Before May 1, 1960", unregulated lenders made extensive use of ex-

emptions designed to enable banks and brokers to close transactions
among themselves free of margin restrictions, the so-called "clearance"
exemptions. They included loans by banks for temporary advances~
Regulation U, section 0"21.0" (.f) ; loans against securities in transit, sec-
tion 2~1.2(g) ; and loans to be repaid in 1 calendar day, section 0"21.0"
(h). In May 1962 the Federal Reserve Board promulgated amend-
ments intended to prevent unregulated lenders from using the ex-
emptions to obtain bank credit to finance clearances. The effectiveness
of the amendments to curtail bank credit for clearances during another
bull market would appear to depend on the general effectiveness of
section 0"21.3(q), discussed below. In the main, however, banks re-
port that they no longer lend money to known unregulated lenders

See subsec, d(2), below.
~.ee stlbse¢, e~ below,
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for clearances, although they are still involved in facilitating clear-
anc~ transactions in a custodial and clerical capacity.

(2) Zenders subject to section 2~13(~) of Regulation 
]:n 1959, the FRB amended Regulation U by adding a new section

29,1.3 (q). This section attempts to regulate the extension of credit 
banks to unregulated lenders "* * * engaged principally, or as one of
the [lender’s] important activities, in the business of making loans for
the purpose of purchasing or carrying stocks registered on a national
securities exchange * * *." Under section 9,21.3(q), any loan to such
a lender--
¯ * * is a loan for the purpose of purchasing or carrying stocks so registered
unless the loan and its purposes are effectively and unmistakably separated and
disassociated from any financing or refinancing, for £he borrower or others, of
any purchasing or carrying of stocks so registered. Any loan to any such bor-
rower, unless the loan is so separated ’and disassociated or is excepted by § 221.2,
is a loan "subject to § 221.1" regardIess of whether or not th~ loan is secured by
any stock; and no b.ank shall make any such loan * * * without collateraI or
without the loan being secured as would be reqttired by ,this Part if it were
secured by any stock. * * *

The credit restrictions of section 7 of the Exchange Act and Regula-
tions T and U depend generally on the nature of the collateral and the
purpose of the loan; section 221.3 (q) is the one instance in which the
restrictions depend on the nature of the borrower. It requires a bank
to determine in relation to each loan it makes whether the borrower is
engaged in the business of making loans to purchase or carry listed
securities. The determination must be made regardless of the nature
of any collateral or the absence of collateral and regardless of the
stated purpose of the loan. If the borrower falls within the quoted
description (i.e., is a so-called "q lender"), the loan is subject to margin
restrictions, whether or not it is secured by stock and whatever its
stated purpose might be. The only exception is for a loan that can
be "* * * effectively and unmistakably separated and disassociated
from any financing or refinancing, for the borrower or others, of any
pu~rchasing or carrying of stocks so registered (listed) * * * 

Section 9,9,1.3 (q) appears to have had little effect on borrowing 
unregulated lenders. None of the unregulated lenders interviewed
referred to it as a deterrent to their obtaining loans. Of six banks
interviewed five appeared to have little acquaintance with it. The
sixth bank had on one occasion designated a lender a "q lender," and
had attempted to assure that funds lent had been segregated. The
rest thought that the section did not apply to any of their borrowers.
They relied on their familiarity with a particular borrower and typi-
cally would say that "people of his type are just not ’q’ lenders."

The attitude of these banks may be partly explainable by the fact
that section I~9,1.3 (q) is not clear as to the standard on which a deter-
mination that a borrower is "* * * engaged principally, or as one
of [his] important activities in the business of making loans * * *"
is to be based. Security loans by one unregulated lender interviewed,
for example, amounted to only 4 percent of its total loans, yet the
absolute amount was $1 million. It was not considered by the bank
from which it borrowed to be a "q lender." There have been no pub-
lished interpretations in this area and it is perhaps not surprising that
banks have not acted to any significant extent on their own.
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Many bank officers questi.oned expressed the view that it was very
difficult, as a practical matter effectively to separate and disassociate
funds as the language of the section requires. In the first instance,
however, it is incumbent upon the borrower to effect the allocation
required by section 221.3 (q) if the bank makes a determination th~
the borrower is subject to it.

The apparent lack of effectiveness of section 221.3(q) has been
mitigated to some extent by "business" considerations. Thre~ of the
banks interviewed said that they have refused to make any loans to
certain individuals known to be unregulated lenders because they
consider unregulated lenders "undesirable." Banks which have
adopted that policy have done so primarily because they have con-
sidered the borrower a poor risk. Another bank expressed the view
that the spirit of Regulation U should be observed and that unregu-
lated lenders should not be aided. In summary, however, section 221.3
(q) itself does not appear to have played an appreciable role in re-
stricting bank loans to unregulated lenders except those that are well
known and confine their activities to lending on securities.

e. Foreig~ loans
Loans from foreign sources are important sources of capit~l for

large, active unregulated lenders. In a few instances unregulated
lenders have direct lines of unsecured foreigu credit, s° but usually
unregulated lenders rehypothecate their customers’ securities with the
foreign bank. In practice, the securities that are rehypothecated do
not leave this country but are held in custody accounts with U.S. banks
acting as agents of foreign banks. U.S. banks have Mso been active
as intermediaries between their domestic customers and forei.gn lend-
ers. The role of U.S. banks in relation to foreign credit varms from
active, knowing participation to mere passive custodial and clerical
~ctivity.

A foreign-owned bank, located in New York City, registered under
the New York banking laws, is an example of the former. Loans
made with its own funds are subject to Regulation U. In addition to
its own funds, however, the bank has on deposit in a custody account
funds of a bank located in the West Indies. Several of the well-known
unregulated lenders have obtained substantiM lines of credit (up to
$500,000) with the West Indian bank on the security of a "balanced
portfolio of New York Stock Exchange securities." The credits were
established by letters from the West Indian bank to the unregulated
lenders. Copies of the initial letters went to the New York bank and
thereafter the day-to-day contacts have been between the unregulated
lenders and the bank. It receives securities from brokers on instruc-
tions from the unregulated lenders and checks to insure the authentic-
ity of the certificates and to determine that the collateral in each of
the accounts represents a balanced portfolio. The New York bank
charges the West Indian bank from .¼ to 1 percent per month of the
amount of credits actually drawn (loans outstanding) as an "activity
fee" and, in addition, charges the unregulated lenders a minimum fee
of $5 for every "in-or-out" transaction (i.e., a receipt t~rom or delivery
to a broker). When the New York bank was interviewed it was

so One foreign bank coming to the attention of the study, for example, had outstanding
about a dozen lines of credit to domestic borrowers for about $500,000 each. Five were
for domestic unregulated lenders and the remainder were for individuals.
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apparent that a program of checking margins in the loan accounts of
the West Indian bank had been under way. The manager said that
they checked margins and called unregulated lenders as a service to
the West Indian bank, but that he could not accurately determine the
amounts due because the unregulated lenders paid interest directly to
the West Indian bank.sl

The manager conceded that if the loans had been made with funds
of the New York bank, they would violate Regulation U. Since the
funds were those of the West Indian bank, however (the New York
bank owned approximately 50 percent of the outstanding shares of the
West Indian bank), the loans were not subject to Regulation U.

Minimal involvement is exemplified by a large New York bank. It
carries, for instance, a custody account for a Swiss bank which is a
source of foreign funds frequently used by unregulated lenders. The
New York bank appeared to ’be unaware of the uses to which the funds
in the account were put. One unregulated lender, for example~ had
arranged a loan directly with the Swiss bank. When the unregulated
lender wished to rehypothecate securities, it would cable the Swiss
bank a description of them .and the bank, in turn~ would cable instruc-
tions to the New York bank to receive the securities from specified
brokers and make payment from the Swiss bank’s account. The New
York bank charges only an activity fee of $1.50 per transaction and
offers no additional services to custodial accounts. It would not un-
dertake to exercise discretion, and has never been asked to check mar-
gins. The New York bank assumes that all securities held in a cus-
todial account are owned by the account. It did not think it should
be expected to "police" such accounts.

With the exception of Stomar Corp., Ltd., in Detroit~ which kept
securities in a bank in Windsor~ all of the interviewed lenders obtain-
ing funds from foreign banks use a U.S. agency of some type. Mod-
ern communications may ordinarily make as active an agent as the
foreign-owned New York bank described above unnecessary, but for
a business of any appreciable volume the certificates must be readily
available and at l~ast a local depository appears requisite.

Banks, unlike brokers~ are not prohibited by the credit regulations
from arranging loans on terms dllfferent from those they themselves
can offer and there is evidence that U.S. banks do in fact arrange loans
with foreign banks for their domestic customers. One bank reported
the case of an officer of a corporation who wished to exercise a large
stock option and pledge the option shares as collateral for a loan of
the needed funds. Under Regulation U the loan would have been a
"purpose" loan. To avoid the re~o~lation, the bank put the officer in
touch with a foreign bank and helped him to arrange the loan there.
The officer delivered the shares to the New York bank; the stock was
placed in a custody account maintained with the New York bank by
the foreign bank; and funds were disbursed to the officer from the
custody account. As an integral part of the transaction, the New
York bank then lent money to the fbreign bank and the foreign bank
used the option stock in its custody account as collateral. The stock
was transferred to it by mere bookkeeping entries. Obviously, the
effect of the arrangement was a use of the funds of the New York

sl Unregulated lenders were able to borrow about 60 percent of the market value of the
collateral and paid interest at the rate of about 9 percent per year.
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bank to make a purpose loan and avoid Regulation U. Similar ar-
rangements have been reported by unregulated lenders.

f . Extent and effect of unregulated lenders
(1) Volu~e o/unregulated lending

:It is extremely difficult to determine the aggregate amount of un-
regulate~ lending. Although most of the large unregulated lenders
that deal with the general public are thought to be knowns there was
no attempt to find all those who were currently active. There is evi-
dence of numerous unregulated lenders that operate quietly with
relatively small number of customers. Some of the latter are reported
to have a large dollar volume of loans outstanding. The volume of
direct borrowing by individuals from foreign sources is also thought to
be large; specific datas however, are unavailable.

All of the lenders intervieweds except those that had been recently
organizeds reported that the volume of their loans was considerably
greater s by two or three times, during 1961 than in March 1962, when
they were interviewed. The amounts of loans and clearances out-
standing at various times during 1961 for the 58 unregulated lenders
for which some information is available aggregated over $62 million2~
Mine lenders reported maximum outstanding loans at any one time of
less than $100,000. Ten others reported maximum loans outstanding
at o~e time of over $1 million. Five of the lenders reported maximum
loans and clearances outstanding at one time during 1961 of about
$5 million eachs and two of these reported outstanding loans and clear-
ances of about $10 million each. All of the figures refer to purpose or
clearance loans on securities.

It should be remembered that loans made by unregulated lenders
generally remain outstanding for little more than a month. There
therefore~ a rapid turnover of the money being lent. One lenders who
had $2.5 million outstanding in June 1961s reported over $25 million
in loans during the year. Another, who lent to J~ck R. Dick (see
below), was reported to have lent over $9 million in 2~ months
though his ~tal loans outstanding at any one time were never more
than $800,000.

Of the aggregate amount of $62 million in loans outstanding at
various times reported by the unregulated lenders, about $1¢ million
was in clearance loans ; turnover of such loans, which are outstanding
for only 1 to 4 days, is very rapid. If reliable estimates of relative
significance of banks’ and brokerss loans on the one hand, and un-
regulated lenders’ on the other, are to. be made, data as to turnover
rates are needed. It has not been possible to assemble this information.

The volume of loans and clearances declined in early 1962 primarily
because of the downward turn of the market. An a~tive bull market
and relatively high margin requirements are needed to support the
high interest charged by most unregulated lenders.

(2) Effeet on the market
(a) Increases in price fuctuation--market break.--The dollar

amount of unregulated lending appears to be substantial. Although
its volume is small in relation to that of all security credits its effects
may be far greater than either level would indicate. The generM prob-

s~ In a few instances the last available figure was that reported in 1960 ; if it was known
that the lender was still active in 1961 an estimate was used.


